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Thesis Summary

(To help understand this paper, a thesis summary has been
provided which matches the paper's material in a shorthand
format.)

Inciting Incident

The infant new media entertainment industry is
struggling to gain a foothold in today's business world.

Exposition

This paper proposes an entirely new form of interactive
entertainment. To express this concept, this paper is
presented in the format of a screenplay, the medium that
inspired this new form.

Premise

Given the current depressed state of the interactive
entertainment industry as indicated by market activity, the
climate is ideally suited for experimentation. This paper
proposes a new approach to multimedia entertainment that is
different from most interactive games and draws from film and
television as its inspiration. Its name is the Active
Narrative.

Backstory

In order to shape and define the Active Narrative, a
case study analysis of three types of existing interactive
forms of entertainment will be done.

"Mech Warrior 2" represents action games well. It has
the following characteristics:

A) Fast response rates.
B) Hand/eye coordination challenge.
C) Repeat play.
D) A lack of interest in storytelling.

* Please see the addendum for a discussion concerning the
differences between simple and complex stories.

"I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" represents adventure
games well. It has the following characteristics:

A) A complex narrative (as defined in the addendum).
B) The interactivity requires one to discover a story.
C) Obstacles stand in the way of discovering the story.
D) Those obstacles and a general difficulty in guessing 
the story prevent a sense of causality in the game.
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E) A book is sold that tells the story and eases the 
game.

"The Spot" represents the Web soap opera. It has the
following characteristics.

A) Journals convey the personal details of a group of 
fictional roommates in Santa Monica.
B) The events of the story are generally updated daily.
C) Text and small images are used within the journals.
D) Due to the Internet's limitations other media forms 
are used sparingly.
E) The SpotGate section provides an abridged version of 
the show.
F) The SpotClassics section offers the show's archives.
G) A game allows for user participation.
H) Hypertext and advanced linking tools allow for more 
participation.
I) User participation functions as a means of making 
community.

1) Email is a community-making tool that allows for
dialog.
2) The newsletter allows users to control how the 
show is presented to them.
3) The SpotBiographies section allows community 
members to reveal their identities.
4) The chat room, palace environment1, and bulletin
board allow community members to have a dialog.

Ghost

The Active Narrative avoids the following traits of
action and adventure games and of Web soap operas:

A) Fast response rates.
B) Hand/eye coordination challenges.
C) Short temporal involvement.
D) Lack of interest in complex stories.
E) Limited distribution channel.
F) Mixture of games within stories that interfere with 
the story.
G) Presentation strategies resulting from limited 
distribution channels.

The Active Narrative incorporates the following traits
from action and adventure games and of Web soap operas:

A) Complex stories.
B) A printed journal to showcase the Active Narrative 
and the users of the Active Narrative.
C) Frequently updated material.

                                                
1 A Palace Environment is an arena for discussion on the internet in which one uses
pictures and text to communicate with others.
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D) An abridged version of the Active Narrative.
E) An archive of past Active Narratives.
F) Community building games that avoid interfering with 
the story.
G) Email between Active Narrative staff and audience 
members.
H) Community forums such as chat rooms, bulletin boards 
and palace environments.

Antagonist

Since the film and television industries are thriving
today, the Active Narrative will borrow traits from those
mediums.

Good films and television succeed because they offer
stories for which society has a deep need. Stories are
extremely important to humankind for several reasons:

A) Stories release fear and pity in a cathartic way.
B) Stories are pleasurable to watch because they are 
inherently beautiful and are also instructive.
C) Stories present an orderly portrayal of life that 
people rely upon to make sense out of the confusion 
real life presents.
D) Stories can teach audiences how to act in the world.

Film and television succeed because they meet mankind's
need for stories and because they tell stories in a very
comprehensible way. Their stories are understandable for
several reasons:

A) They use characters we recognize.
B) These characters act in ways we expect and accept.
C) They make use recognizable plot lines.

This standardization process may have the unwanted side-
effect of removing suspense from the story. Sarah Kozloff, a
contemporary American media pundit, suggests that the
television industry compensates for this in several ways.

A) Increasing the number of story-lines in the story.
B) Offering spectacular scenery.
C) Hiring magnetic actors.
D) Focusing on characters and their development over the
course of the show's life, rather than one episode, as 
they struggle with psychological issues.

Umbrella/Plan

Active Narrative parallels a recent development in the
presentation of media, what may be called the convergence of
push and pull media. "Push media" refers to a form of
broadcast communication which requires little active
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involvement on the part of the viewer, such as television,
and which contrasts from "pull media" which places the viewer
in more of a participatory role. An example of latter is the
Internet.

This convergence has several characteristics:

A) Passive and active media are presented side by side.
B) Push and pull media are a standard part of computers.
C) The number of devices that can receive push/pull 
media will increase.
D) All of the receptors for push/pull media will be 
networked.
E) A computer network with an enhanced capacity to 
distribute data (in comparison to the Internet) is used 
to distribute this data.
F) Artificial intelligence agents will push desired 
information.
G) Agents will know the user's information needs through

one of two ways:
1) Users inform agents.
2) Agents recognize user's information habits.

I) Users will tolerate non-requested pushed messages for
two reasons:

1) Those messages are valuable.
2) Those messages can be turned off at will.

Arena

Digital Video Disks (DVD) will allow for an interim
distribution channel until the Internet's bandwidth
increases. The DVD has the following characteristics:

A) Looks like a CD but may have two layers and two 
sides.
B) Studio production quality images.
C) Digital encryption to ensure copy protection.
D) Storage capacity between 4.7 to 1.7 GigaBytes.
E) The film industry plans to release feature-length 
films on DVD for two reasons:

1) 133 minutes of film can fit on one layer of the 
disk.
2) DVD supports multiple language tracks and 
subtitle tracks.

F) High quality audio that is potentially better than CD
quality.
G) Multiple camera angles and various presentation 
modes.
H) Widescreen and current aspect ratios (the proportions
of the display screen).
I) Easily accessible chapter divisions.
J) Sophisticated navigation commands.
L) Low cost.
M) Backwards and forwards compatibility.
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N) Promotional campaign and full slate of titles.
O) Internet access via television sets with built-in 
Internet access or WebTV.

Protagonist

Now one may define the Active Narrative. The Active
Narrative may appear in three mediums: on DVD, on the World
Wide Web, and in a magazine.

The DVD portion has the following characteristics:

A) Of the three mediums this is the primary means for 
presenting the story portion of the Active Narrative.
B) Holds four 25-minute-long episodes.
C) Only one episode may be watched per week due to a 
software lock.
D) One story is told over many episodes.
E) Users may not participate in determining the plot. 
Instead they participate in one of four ways: 
information management, story presentation, supplemental
information and game-play.
F) There are various types of information management 
tools:

1) Digital bookmarks that are easily accessible.
2) Pre-existing bookmarks.
3) Keyword search.
4) Digital journal for notes.
5) Story timeline.

G) There are various ways in which one may configure how
the story is presented:

1) Camera perspective.
2) Simultaneity.
3) Discourse duration.
4) Narrator.
5) Perfect listener (i.e. laugh track) and perfect 
speaker (i.e. prerecorded interview with the 
director).

H) There are two types of supplemental information that 
the user may choose to view:

1) From the show's creators.
2) From outside sources.

I) Users may amuse themselves by interacting with a game
that relates to the events in the story without 
affecting the progression of the plot.

The World Wide Web portion offers the following types of
content:

A) A discussion of the story and hints of its direction.
B) An abridged explanation of past shows.
C) An electronic newsletter sent to one as an email.
D) Community building game.
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E) Communication forums for community members such as 
email, chat rooms, a palace environment and a bulletin 
board.
F) Space on the Web site for users to post personal 
biography sections.
G) Restricted access sections based on the collection of
points.

The magazine portion is intended to enhance the
community spirit and has the following characteristics:

A) It is published once a month.
B) Interviews with the show's actors and creators.
C) Articles devoted to individual audience members, 
groups of audience members and particular areas where 
users live.
D) Audience members letters are published.
E) A roster of users who have collected enough points to
achieve different levels.

Self Revelation

The history of the emergence of radio as a popular
broadcast medium indicates a pattern in the evolution of
electronic broadcast communications. The Active Narrative may
also be subject to this pattern. It has the following
characteristics:

A) Resistance from a number of sources:
1) Economic realities.
2) Competing business interests.
3) Copyright protection for entertainers.
4) Government regulation.
5) War.

B) Yet these new mediums succeed for a number of
reasons:

1) War.
2) Establishing a foothold as curiosity item.
3) Taking advantage of inherent strengths.
4) Offering benefits to the academic community.
5) Providing valuable information.
6) Improvements in its technology.

Battle

Radio's struggle to emerge as a new broadcast medium
suggests a path that new broadcast mediums may face, and
that, perhaps, the Active Narrative can also expect to face.

New Equilibrium

Previous experiments in interactive entertainment have
prepared the ground for the Active Narrative's success.
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Addendum

Complex narratives possess most of the following
characteristics, while simple narratives lack enough of them
to appear different from the complex narrative:

A) A three dimensional protagonist with:
1) A well defined personality.
2) An attitude.
3) A point of view.
4) A challenge in the story.
5) Realistic motivation.
6) Growth by the end of the story.

B) A well ordered structure with:
1) A three-act structure.
2) Plot points.
3) A first act set-up.
4) A causal relationship between events.
5) Complications to the goal in the second act.
6) A third act crisis climax, resolution, and 
denouement.
7) A theme.
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Inciting Incident:

The inciting incident begins the conflict of the screenplay2

by revealing the information that explains the eventual

battle to the audience (Engelhardt).

Philips Media, a division of the Dutch electronics giant

Philips Electronics N.V., announced on 31 January 1997 that

it will cease to publish and distribute multimedia software

and will end its presence as one of new media's largest

commercial3 entertainment4 forces. This announcement comes

after the company laid off 120 people from their CD-ROM

division due to the demise of the company's proprietary video

game format5 CD-i. Philips' decision did not surprise industry

observers, who anticipated the company's move to curtail the

loss of money from their new media division (Stalter,

"Philips"). The move reflects massive and deep trouble within

the new media industry and significantly for the

entertainment new media industry.

A week after Philips' announcement to quit its

interactive efforts Richard DeLange, Philips Media's CEO and

president, explained the reason for his company's decision in

                                                
2 The use of terms such as "story" and "narrative" in this paper refer to the filmic
screenplay.
3 When speaking of interactive entertainment, this paper will only refer to commercial
interactive entertainment whether or not it is demarcated by the term "commercial".
4 For the purposes of this paper "entertainment" may be defined as a form of
communication that entertains, interests, diverts, or amuses its audience.
5 Proprietary video game formats such as Phillip's CD-i, Sega's Saturn, Sony's
Playstation, and Nintendo's Ultra 64 differ from the CD-ROM format in that the owners
of the format can license software developers with the right to produce software for
their format.
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light of the larger industry picture. The explanation was

offered at the 1997 occurrence of MILIA, the international

multimedia gathering. "The whole industry is in a rapid state

of flux, and probably will be for some time," said DeLange of

the multimedia industry.

If a large corporation such as Philips is unable to

profit from the unstable new media industry one can be

certain that smaller companies are also suffering. Indeed,

the widespread downward condition of this new industry was

felt by many of those attending MILIA. American executives

arrived with hopes to strengthen their businesses, but

instead left unsatisfied after learning that the European

interactive industry—including its entertainment

sector—seemed worse off than its American counterpart. Many

of these executives questioned the value of trip and the

effectiveness of attending next year (Stalter, "Much").

Financial failure has proven to be the rule on the World

Wide Web. This medium-once new media's great hope-has proven

incapable of fulfilling it's backers profit generating

expectations. Many Web sites were launched with the goal of

becoming entirely advertising sales supported. That goal now

seems unrealistic. One such Web site, Time Warner's

"Pathfinder," reportedly cost $35 million to operate last

year. By the end of October 1996, despite efforts to satisfy

its Web audience's demands, it had collected only $2.9
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million dollars in advertising sales for all of 1996. This

type of negative profit scenario is a common situation for

the industry at large.

As the evidence shows, entertainment oriented Web sites,

such as "Pathfinder," tend to suffer the most. Many have

state-of-the-art material, but the Internet's poor

distribution technology renders audiences technically

incapable of receiving it (Stalter, "Watching"). The demise

of American Cybercast at the beginning of 1997 dramatically

illuminates the difficulty that Web entertainment and the new

media industry as a whole faces. Of all the Web entertainment

companies poised for success, American Cybercast, creator of

the Web soap opera "The Spot" and the Web soap opera medium

at large, seemed arguably the most bound to capitalize.

Consequently, Cybercast president Sheri Herman's reported

announcement of her company's failure at an employee meeting

on 6 January 1997 clearly signaled trouble for the

interactive entertainment industry. The announcement came

after a November 1996 layoff of a dozen employees by

Cybercast and the trimming back of one of its soap operas

"The Pyramid" from a daily to a weekly release schedule

(Stalter, "Cybercast").

Exposition:

Exposition describes a portion of a screenplay that authors

use to inform their audiences about the nature of the story.
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Expository scenes identify things such as the characters, the

environment or the genre of the story (Blacker 4).

In the introduction to Scott McCloud's unusual comic

book, Understanding Comics, he pictures himself on the phone

with his friend Matt Feazell. Feazell asks what McCloud is

working on, and McCloud explains that he is creating "a comic

book about comics!" The word "metalogue" has been given to

this type of work by Gregory Bateson on page one of his

anthology Towards an Ecology of Mind. Bateson uses the term

to specifically discuss the form of a type of conversation

whose "structure ... as a whole is also relevant to the same

subject." In a broader sense the metalogue may be thought to

describe any work of art that explains the characteristics of

a medium by and while being created in that same medium. For

example, McCloud's metalogue appears on the surface to be

much like a comic book. It borrows elements such as pictures

from the language of comic books to help explain the comic

book medium. However, beyond the surface it doesn't read like

a comic book. Instead, for the subject matter McCloud offers

"an examination of the art form," not an average comic book

story (McCloud, Intro.).

McCloud's metalogic approach to critical analysis is

fascinating. To borrow a computer term, his method seems

"intuitive." "Intuitive" in the computer industry is a

compliment one bestows onto a piece of software that one can
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easily understand because common sense influenced the design

strategy. Perhaps one could comprehend all analyses of

artistic mediums as easily as an "intuitive" piece of

software, if those analyses borrowed McCloud's tool, the

metalogue. Certainly much can be gained by presenting a

proposed new medium such as the Active Narrative, as a

metalogue—an understanding of the format is achieved that

much more quickly and easily.

This paper makes use of the metalogic format to discuss

an artistic medium, but unlike the comic book it is a medium

that doesn't exist yet. This paper proposes the creation of a

medium entitled the Active Narrative6 and borrows the language

of screenplay writing to discuss this medium, just as McCloud

borrowed the language of comics to discuss his. Since the

Active Narrative draws from the tradition of screenplay

writing, this metalogue has been organized as one may

structure a screenplay. The information in this metalogue

appears more or less in the same sequence that elements of

that screenplay would. Each of those elements comprises a

section in this metalogue and has been labeled with the

equivalent screenplay term. Additionally, definitions for the

terms have been provided. Those definitions provide an

understanding of the purpose of that section of the

metalogue. For example, this section is entitled

"Exposition." The definition explains that the expository

                                                
6 In the screenplay format underlining signifies special importance.
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portion of a screenplay reveals the basic setup of a

screenplay. That definition matches the purpose of this

section of the thesis, because this section of the paper

offers information to explain the orientation of the paper

itself.

Premise:

The premise as a term describes the basic challenge or

conflict that will be pursued through the course of a

screenplay (Blacker, 6).

Given the current state of the new media entertainment

industry, the opportunity could not be greater to experiment

with the nature of interactive entertainment. The overall

financial missteps of the new media entertainment industry,

warrant an exploration of new possibilities. The Active

Narrative is a form of interactive entertainment that can

succeed in the marketplace, because, while it diverges from

how new media entertainment currently exists, it draws from

two well-established mediums, film and television. In so

doing this new medium focuses on storytelling, but combines

storytelling with interactivity. Consequently, this new

medium has been named the Active Narrative to express this

combination between interactivity and storytelling. It is the

purpose of this thesis that the Active Narrative provides a

commercially viable form of interactive entertainment.
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Backstory:

Backstory refers to the relevant action that has occurred

before the beginning of the story (Lisa Alden).

Before the nature of the Active Narrative is discussed,

a description of three forms of interactive entertainment

will be offered in a case study format. This analysis will

later serve to contrast and help characterize the nature of

the Active Narrative.

When considering interactive entertainment one may begin

with computer games if for no other reason than the

omnipotence that the computer game enjoys within the new

media field. Computer games are truly everywhere. In 1993

domestic video game expenditures accounted for more than 70%,

or $5 billion of the total $7 billion of all domestic

consumer software sales (Isgur 2). While the survey that

provided those numbers does not specify what portion

multimedia game alternatives occupy out of the remaining $2

billion in domestic software sales, it is unlikely that the

alternatives occupy a large fraction. At best those

alternative could possess 30% of the market if 70% of the

market is captured by computer games. Considering the fact

that software such as applications7, edutainment8 and

                                                
7 E.G. Microsoft Word.
8 Edutainment refers to software that seeks to entertain while teaching. This differs
from the intent of interactive entertainment for the purposes of this paper.
Edutainment sales accounted for $160 million of the cited $2 billion figure for
domestic consumer software sales in 1993.
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operating systems9 occupy some portion of that remaining 30%,

one doubts that alternative forms of new media entertainment

comprise a large portion of that 30% (Isgur, 2).

In order to highlight certain features of video games, a

distinction can be made within the video game genre between

action games and adventure games. Games such as "Doom,"

"Descent," "Warcraft" and "MechWarrior2" aptly represent the

action genre. Adventure games, on the other hand, are

represented by games such as "Myst," "Wing Commander," "7th

Guest," and one of the latest additions to this genre, "I

Have No Mouth and I Must Scream." Unless otherwise specified

this distinction does not proclaim that the characteristics

of one game genre are foreign to the other genre. Instead,

this distinction aims to highlight certain recognizable

patterns of the various types of video games for the purpose

of assembling criterion that one may reference when shaping

the Active Narrative.

Case Study: The Action Game

In "MechWarrior2" by Activision the user controls a

fighting machine called a BattleMech that resembles a walking

tank or, for those with the appropriate cognizance a

Transformer toy in its unfolded robot-like form. Just like

                                                
9 E.G. Windows 95.
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the Transformer toy, the BattleMech within the story world of

the game exists in the distant, high-tech and violent future.

This killing machine according to the game weighs up to 100

tons and stands up to 40 meters high (Activision). Obviously,

those parameters exist within the fictional game world. The

player may configure his BattleMech with what he considers

the optimal set of weapons, armor and miscellaneous fighting

paraphernalia. Once these parameters have been chosen, the

player's BattleMech is sent into combat with allied

BattleMechs against antagonist BattleMechs. The player uses

his BattleMech to destroy his opposition while also carrying

out related missions for the particular side in a war with

which the player has chosen to ally himself. As the game's

packaging explains: "The year is 3057. A struggle for power

fuels a society of warring clans. ... Time is scarce before

the next unrelenting mission begins. For a MechWarrior, war

is life."

While playing "MechWarrior 2" it is possible to extract

several distinguishable characteristics from the game that

also represent the action game genre as a whole. The first of

these characteristics is the fact that when one plays

"MechWarrior 2" one must respond very quickly to the

interactive challenges that the game offers. While other

sections of the game offer moments of interactivity, this

game primarily challenges its players during the combat

section of the game. This is the primary opportunity for
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participation. It is here, when one fires the guns on one's

BattleMech, while simultaneously steering the fighting

machine and avoiding being shot by one of the antagonistic

BattleMechs, that one makes those split-second decisions. To

quantify the rate of those choices Lee S. Isgur in his study

entitled Interactive Entertainment Software: The Evolution

Continues ... determined that the response time is 0.1

seconds for interactive games compared to 1 minute for live

events (1).

The fact that one physically responds at such fast rates

in "MechWarrior" by tapping on the computer's mouse,

keyboard, and/or joystick indicates what may be thought of as

the second distinguishable attribute of action games. Namely,

one of the primary challenges in action games depends on

hand/eye coordination. When one plays "MechWarrior," each tap

on the keyboard grounds the player's experience physically,

providing an indication of that player's presence and

participation in the creation of his entertainment. Not only

does the action game genre reveal the player's hand in the

game, so to speak, but unlike other types of participatory

entertainment it does so more often. In fact, as Isgur noted,

it does so every 0.1 seconds.

When one plays "MechWarrior" one engages the game for

brief time periods—periods that are limited by the creators

of the game. The primary portion of the game, the fighting
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portion of the game, in which one controls the BattleMechs is

comprised of sorties. These are missions in which the player

travels to different worlds in the futuristic scenario that

the game's creators have devised. The length of the sortie

has been limited by a clock, accessible to the player, which

expires approximately 25 minutes from the beginning of the

mission. A person may freely quit the game at the end of any

particular sortie and continue at the same point later. One

progresses through an order of missions that must be

accomplished before a final grand victory is achieved over

the game as a whole. This type of plot structuring--clearly

defined levels that offer opportunities to exit the game at

resting points between the moments of interaction--

exemplifies the action game genre. As previously stated,

players of the action game genre engage this medium for

brief, limited periods. It has been suggested that the

audience for these kinds of games prefer to interact with the

game in many brief sessions rather than complete the game in

one sitting  (Isgur, 7).

The fourth significant characteristic of the action game

genre reveals the lack of importance that these kinds of

games give the stories that they tell (Reviews, Bad Mojo 1).

While the action game genre does rely on narrative10.

throughout the game, the narrative functions more to create a

framework or basis that justifies the interactivity rather
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than to permit the craft of storytelling to excel. Of all the

action games "MechWarrior" arguably possesses the most

sophisticated and complex narrative. Still, even in this case

the player engages with the story so that the action of

fighting in the sorties makes sense or has a fuller

significance. One does not play MechWarrior because of the

story that that game tells. If one did, the story would be

told on the battlefield and not within a text box back in the

warring parties' camps. One may speculate that the brief

temporal commitment to the medium or the demographics (Isgur,

32, 47) of the genre limit the function of narrative within

this genre, but regardless the fact remains: this genre

relies on the thrill of action rather than the pleasure of

the story.

Case Study: The Adventure Game

In contrast to the action game genre the adventure game

genre is infused with narrative. For the sake of the existing

dialog concerning the traits of video games, the adventure

game "I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" created by Harlan

Ellison and Cyberdreams has been chosen because it tells as

complex a story as any adventure game arguably does.

The dramatic situation of "I Have No Mouth and I Must

Scream" depends upon a series of supercomputers that were

                                                                                                                                                
10 For an explanation of the differences between complex and simple stories please
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created by the various superpowers during the cold war for

the purpose of waging war. Before the story begins the

computers have sensed each other and joined forces as one

unified computer called AM. These newly unified computers

fulfill their programmed directive by waging a war that

annihilates all of mankind with the exception of five human

beings. These five human beings were abducted by AM and taken

to its subterranean dwelling. (How an inanimate computer

could abduct a human being is never explained.) By the time

the story begins these individuals have been held captive by

AM in its underground quarters where they have been tortured

for 109 years. The story tells of each of these individuals'

attempt to escape from their captivity.

Before the dialog regarding the narrative of this game

may progress, how the interactivity of this game functions

must be communicated. Without this latter information, an

explanation of the narrative will be confusing.

The interactivity within this game appears as the

audience member attempts to unravel a pre-established story.

Ellison originally wrote "I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream"

in the mid-1960s as a short story. Later in the late 1980s

Ellison was approached by Cyberdreams to transpose his story

into an interactive game. The way in which Ellison and

Cyberdreams accomplished this task was to use the story as

                                                                                                                                                
refer to the adendum at the end of this thesis
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the basis for the game and to force the player to discover

the story. Just how the authors accomplished this task

parallels how interactivity functions for the adventure game

genre as a whole.

"I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" begins with a brief

introduction which reveals a character's goal. Next, the game

offers the player control of this character and issues an

unspoken11 challenge to the player to achieve the character's

goal. Tangibly the player attempts to achieve his character's

goal by maneuvering a graphical representation of the

character through a computer simulated environment that

matches the setting of the story. However, one quickly learns

that the character's actions and behavior are very limited.

There is more or less one course of action that will allow

the player to achieve the character's goal. Consequently, the

player's challenge is to discover the proper course of action

for the character, while avoiding other actions that will

either hurt the character's goal or simply put off that

goal's fulfillment. There are many of these obstacles, and

some go so far as to kill the character and consequently end

the game for the player. Of course, the player may resume at

the point in the game where he saved the game. A save occurs

when one chooses the save function from the menu in the game

and creates a record of actions taken up to the point of the

save. It exists primarily so that if one kills his character

                                                
11 Actually, this challenge is stated in the game's manual (Instruction, 13).
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by choosing the wrong course of action for the character

(such as drinking poison), that player may back up and resume

the game at the point in which he last made a save.

 Frequently, the next step in the story is not easily

found, so the player wanders with his character through

computer-simulated environments. Consequently, the story does

not normally progress with the same speed that a story in the

film medium progresses. To remedy this problem, Cyberdreams

offers a strategy guide that steers the player's actions

allowing him to avoid being lost in the story and to avoid

choosing counter-productive actions. That strategy guide also

reveals the location of tools, such as a knife or magnifying

glass. The player may take possession of such tools by

placing them in a cache. These tools in turn later allow the

player to move the story along at specific moments. At other

times the player must enact the next story event without the

use of any tools.

This game is composed of six sections. In each of the

first five sections each of AM's captives attempts to escape

but fails, and in the last section the five individuals team

up to escape from AM. Each of these sections reads as a

separate story with its own beginning, middle and end. As

such each character is the protagonist in the section of the

game that reveals his attempt to escape. In the last section

the captives form a collective body that as a whole may be
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regarded as the protagonist. Each of these protagonists

possesses the traits of a three dimensional protagonist as

defined in the addendum. For the purposes of this paper one

protagonist will be analyzed as a representative of all of

the protagonists.

The first section in which Gorrister's, one of AM's

captives, story is told reveals that as a protagonist

Gorrister is a three-dimensional character. Gorrister has a

well defined personality, the first element of a three

dimensional protagonist. To begin with, the audience is made

aware of Gorrister's past. Before he was captured by AM,

Gorrister was a truck driver. When his wife Glynis became

insane, Gorrister understood that he was responsible for her

condition. He blames himself as a result. Gorrister's

personality is further revealed with the exposition of his

current circumstances. Gorrister suffers under AM's cruelty

locked in a cage beneath the Earth. AM has kept Gorrister

there for 109 years, repeatedly torturing him. AM's savagery

has naturally affected the man. Gorrister is desperate and

wants to escape.

Ellison further informs this character through a

description of Gorrister's physicality. In tune with the

fantastic nature of this story, Gorrister has a gaping hole

in his chest. His heart has been ripped out. Symbolically

this represents Gorrister's emotional crisis. He needs to
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confront the issue of his wife's insanity. Not only is

Gorrister's physical condition known, but that condition

affects his behavior. That hole in his chest later spurs him

on to discover the truth regarding his wife's insanity.

Finally, Gorrister's personality is enhanced through

Ellison's description of Gorrister's psychology. The guilt

for his wife's insanity and his torture by AM makes Gorrister

suicidal. Yet throughout the story Gorrister struggles for a

reason to live.

The fully shaped personality that Gorrister possesses in

turn provides this character with an attitude and a point of

view.12 Gorrister’s attitude is revealed when he shows his

bitterness due to the torture that AM has exacted upon him.

Gorrister distrusts appearances and is quick to lose his

patience when speaking with other characters. At one point in

the story Gorrister meets a jackal. The jackal has important

information to offer Gorrister but the jackal hesitates to

impart this knowledge. Gorrister quips at the Jackal, "I'm

getting tired of your smart mouth!" (Odom, 26) This

character's point of view is just as apparent. Gorrister does

not reveal his opinions verbally, but when he comes across

the torture of some animals he responds actively. Because

Gorrister is disgusted by this instance of cruelty he acts to

end the animal's abuse. He destroys the machine that was

                                                
12 For a definition of these terms please refer to the glossary.
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torturing the animals and reveals his point of view that life

demands respect.

Another significant aspect of a protagonist deals with

his challenge. During the course of the story that character

is in pursuit of a goal. In fact, the pursuit occupies the

majority of the story. The beginning of the story establishes

the goal, while the end of the story shows what has happened

now that the protagonist's challenge to achieve his goal has

been resolved. During the course of the challenge a three-

dimensional character will undergo some sort of character

change that causes that character to appear differently

afterwards. Gorrister resembles a three-dimensional character

because after his pursuit to escape from AM's control he

becomes more humane. Even though Gorrister does not succeed

in his pursuit, he has developed a respect for life.

Additionally, one senses the presence of a complex narrative,

in so far that Gorrister's motivation for his actions are

realistic. One can easily believe that one would pursue

Gorrister's desire if in his position, because it is

realistic to expect that one seek to escape from torture.

The plot that Ellison and Cyberdreams have created for

"I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" maintains the degree of

complexity that they created for their protagonists. Again,

for efficiency's sake an examination of the first section of

the game, Gorrister's story, will be analyzed with the
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understanding that this part represents the whole of the

story. Within this section a causality exists when one

considers the story that Ellison created to shape the game.

However, if one considers the frequent aimlessness that

occurs while one searches for that story due to game aspects

of "I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream", one additionally

realizes that causality does not govern the plot of this game

at all times. Ellison's plot works well. Each event is

interrelated. One event leads into the next with a building

sense of urgency. For example, in Ellison's script before

Gorrister or the player who controls Gorrister meets

Gorrister's mother-in-law Edna the player comes across a

locked door. Gorrister experiences the events in this order

so that when Edna later accidentally drops a key, Gorrister

knows to pick the key up and to keep it. Unfortunately,

because the player must create the story for himself he may

fail to notice the locked door before he meets Edna.

Consequently, in this scenario when Edna drops her key, the

player may fail to perceive the significance of Edna's

mistake and leave the key with Edna. While causality has been

written into the story, the game provides the capacity to

erase it from the creator's work.

"I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream" is constructed in a

three-act structure. Yet this game best demonstrates the

complexity of that structure when one considers the ideal

story that Ellison has created. In actuality as one plays the
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game one cannot help but to subvert Ellison's three-act

structure while discovering the story for oneself. The three-

act structure exists within a potential that the game makes

very difficult to realize.

Before the player may participate in the story a brief

introductory animation plays offering the expository

information for the story. Since the exposition occurs before

the player has been invited to interact in the game, the

player need not discover these scenes for himself as he must

for the remaining scenes in the story. Consequently, the

expository scenes remain exempt from the player's capacity to

discover them in a certain order. This undermines the

complexity of the plot as created by Ellison. This is the

only portion of the plot that is subject to this exemption.

Ellison has drafted a complex structure for the story of this

game, but the game undermines that complexity by allowing the

player to order the events of the story for himself.

When AM takes Gorrister from his prison to a zeppelin

for AM's amusement, the first aspect of the exposition, the

inciting incident, of Gorrister's story has occurred. The

exposition continues when AM discloses in the animation

Gorrister's identity as a man who has hurt his wife by

driving her insane. AM also informs the audience of the

dramatic situation, another aspect of the exposition, at this

point in the story when AM relates the circumstances
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regarding his own creation by the superpowers for the purpose

of waging a war too complex for humans to coordinate. The

last portion of the exposition, the dramatic premise, is

revealed at the very end of the introductory animation when

AM tells Gorrister that AM has sent Gorrister to the zeppelin

to allow Gorrister to relieve his suffering by committing

suicide.

After Gorrister has explored the zeppelin and slashed

the air bags to lower the air ship, Act I has ended and Act

II begun. The plot point at this juncture may be thought to

occur between the scene in which the air bags are cut and

when Gorrister leaves the ship to enter a honky-tonk, the

first stop in Gorrister's new plan to escape from AM. Ellison

has scripted a satisfying plot point because a major reversal

in the action has occurred. No longer does Gorrister's death

seem certain. Now, escape is possible as a new location for

the story has appeared. In effect the dramatic premise has

been readjusted. A shift in the dramatic premise further

indicates the presence of a complex narrative.

Act II is composed of complications to the protagonist's

goal and more reversals satisfactorily demonstrate the nature

of a complex narrative. While in the honky-tonk Gorrister

formulates a plan to escape into the surrounding desert. His

plan is challenged by the mysterious appearance of his wife

Glynis, his mother-in-law Edna, and his father-in-law Harry.
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Their presence causes Gorrister to become his own opponent.

Gorrister stalls his escape into the desert to uncover the

secret of his own death (Gorrister is a walking corpse in the

story). Edna also challenges Gorrister by physically

attacking the protagonist. The appearance of his in-laws and

ex-wife in the middle of Act II reverse the direction of the

story enough to categorize this event as a plot point or mid-

point in the story. The act ends on a plot point when

Gorrister finds the key to the locked room in Edna's

possession.

The complexity of the story continues throughout Act

III, in which the conflict between the antagonists and the

protagonist over the protagonist's goal is resolved. The

first resolution occurs within Gorrister himself as he quiets

the portion of his own self that preferred that he resolve

his guilt concerning his wife's insanity instead of making

his escape into the desert. This occurs after Gorrister

enters the locked room and reads a confession in Edna's

journal which reveals that she drove her daughter insane but

placed the blame on Gorrister. Now that Gorrister has

forgiven himself, he feels free to continue with his planned

escape. When Edna dies aboard the zeppelin her challenge to

Gorrister's escape ceases and coincidentally inspires in

Gorrister a new plan of escape in which the zeppelin is to be

utilized. A moment precedes the flight of the air ship in

which the protagonist steps onto the prow of the ship to fire
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a redemptive flare into the honky-tonk (a setting akin to

Gorrister's past), setting this symbolic afire and ridding

himself of any guilt he had concerning his wife's insanity.

This moment may be considered the climax-crisis, as it is the

high point in protagonist's internal conflict. Gorrister

makes the choice to forgive himself here and proceed with his

escape.

True to the pattern established in the complex narrative

structure the denouement follows the resolution. AM asserts

his presence by indicating that the end to this level of the

game has occurred and revealing AM's surprise in Gorrister's

satisfactory performance. Gorrister is taken off the zeppelin

and placed back in his cage, while AM considers what to do

next. A theme may be gleaned from Ellison's story at this

point. Namely, one can release oneself from suffering by

confronting one's past sins.

Case Study: The Web Soap Opera

The Web soap opera or websodic as a medium differs

greatly from the two previously mentioned interactive game

genres. It is that rare entity, the alternative form of

interactive entertainment. For the purposes of this thesis

one Web soap will be analyzed with the understanding that the
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properties of this websodic are fairly representative of the

genre at large. This Web soap opera is "The Spot."

"The Spot" offers an entertaining look into the lives of

a group of young adults who live in Southern California. It

is created by a company called American Cybercast, but

establishes a dramatic premise by claiming the following on

its home page: "We're a bunch of friends sharing a beach

house in Santa Monica, California. Everyday we put up this

Web site and tell the world about our lives through our daily

journals." In actuality, there is no beach house, and the

group of friends responsible for the show is really a team of

professionals that include models as stand-ins for the

fictional circle of friends. While at first the dramatic

premise may have been widely believed, the truth concerning

who creates the show is now well-known and even recognized on

the Web site's home page itself. Just below the above-

mentioned statement on the home page a logo appears for

American Cybercast and the show's creator, Scott Zakarin.

As the home page for the Web site mentions, journals are

the means of communication for the show. There are more or

less eight journals from which one may pick and choose when

viewing "The Spot." Six of these journals are from residents

of the house. The seventh comes from a guest to the house,

while (suspiciously) the last is written from their dog

Spotnik. The journal entries tell the personal thoughts,
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feelings, activities, and miscellany of these characters.

Most of the content contained within the journal entries

stems from the occurrences within the beach house these

character's share, while generally the remainder of the

material within the journal entries relates to the events in

their lives outside of the house. The journal entries are

generally updated Monday to Friday, and Friday's journal

entry remains over the weekend.

For the presentation of the Web site one finds that text

and still images are the most common media form within the

Web site. A typical journal entry for a day is roughly

equivalent to the length of two 8 1/2" by 11" sheets of

paper. Text is used to reveal the thoughts of the characters

in their journal entries, while pictures either identify the

character, describe the subject of a particular journal

entry, or represent other areas within "The Spot" that users

may visit. Additionally, advertisers place images of their

products on the site. The pictures are primarily photographs,

but occasionally illustrations are presented.

Even though there are approximately 15 images per Web

page, text seems to occupy a more prominent presence on the

site due to the fact that the size of the letters has been

greatly increased and the pictures are reduced in scale. The

images are generally a couple of inches in wide. The size of

the text and images seems appropriate when considering the
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difficulties associated with viewing "The Spot." Since many

people find reading on a computer screen hard on their eyes,

it was wise to increase the size of the text to compensate

for the difficulty.

Another problem associated with Web sites in general

that consequently afflicts "The Spot" is the difficulty in

sending information across the Internet. Information travels

particularly slowly through the Internet. Unlike a medium

such as television in which the information that comprises a

television show appears instantaneously and with no break on

one's television set, the information that makes up a Web

site slowly appears on one's computer screen. Frustrated by

the rate at which that information travels across the

Internet, users have jokingly dubbed the World Wide Web, the

"World Wide Wait". In light of this troubling phenomena, one

appreciates the secondary role that the creators of "The

Spot" have assigned to larger and consequently slower media

forms such as video, audio, and larger pictures. While there

are Web pages that offer this type of information, within

"The Spot" these Web pages are placed in a less prominent

position on the site rather than appearing within the journal

entries themselves.

Several additional sections within "The Spot" present

the site's material in interesting ways. For instance, the

SpotGate section permits one to read a condensed version of
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the previous week's journal entries. By providing this brief

overview of what's been happening to the characters, one is

essentially offered a tool for managing the large amount of

information that is encompassed on "The Spot."  Another

section, SpotClassics, offers viewers an archive of the

show's contents. Unlike the SpotGate section, which only

offers a condensed version of the show stretching back

several weeks, the SpotClassics section provides the material

from this Web site for the entire history of the Web soap

opera dating back to its beginning in June 1995. The

Internet's ability to allow people to store and retrieve

archived information is a characteristic of this medium of

which the "The Spot" takes advantage.

Another interesting section of this Web site in terms of

presentation and what may be termed user participation comes

in the form of a game that challenges the show's audience to

contribute to the Web site. This game requests that audience

members submit captions for a photo on the site. A prize is

offered for the person who suggests the funniest caption.

This caption, along with the name of the person who

contributed it, is shown next to the photo on the site beside

a collection of past winning captions and photographs. In so

far as the audience member has contributed material to place

on the site, the audience member has affected the

presentation of the Websodic while also stepping beyond the

role of spectator into the role of participant. This latter
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phenomena indicates an interesting fact. User participation

is a major aspect of "The Spot." It functions overall just

how it functions within a game: audience members comment upon

the existing material rather than offering new scenarios for

the characters to explore. Additionally, the participants are

rewarded for their contributions, usually in form of peer

recognition from a community that has evolved around the

show.

Other forums exist within "The Spot" to allow for

changes in the traditional role of the audience member. In

fact, one may argue that the various ways in which "The Spot"

invokes user participation predominantly characterizes this

websodic. Perhaps the most basic type of user interaction is

the ability that the user has to choose what material he will

view. This is the same form of participation that all Web

sites share: the hypertext link. A hypertext link allows one

to move between pages of information on a Web site by

clicking one's mouse on a word or image that has been

programmed so that when it is clicked the current content of

the page is replaced with new content. Generally speaking,

the hypertext link provides information that relates by topic

to the nature of the link. For example, one clicks on the

name of an author to see information that relates to that

author.
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"The Spot" supplements the World Wide Web's linking

ability by providing a keyword search tool and a site map.

One may search for content on the entire site by entering a

word that describes the content (this is known as the

keyword) into an entry field and waiting for the search tool

to display a list of links that connect to areas of the Web

site that contain that keyword. This searching ability offers

a broader range of information that one may link to than what

is presented through the hypertext link at any point in the

narrative by its author. The hypertext link only offers a

person the ability to link to one page of related content.

The search tool offers multiple pages of related information.

Additionally, the search tool allows one to direct the type

of information that they wish to see, because that person

directs the tool to what type of information to display. The

type of information that the hypertext link offers, on the

other hand, has been pre-defined by the creator of the Web

site.

Another tool, the site map that this Web site has called

the SpotMap, reveals an overview of the sections within the

Web site and links to those sections. This section resembles

a traditional table of contents page, and is yet another

basic and yet somewhat more advanced Internet device allowing

for user participation.

One begins to sense how "The Spot" further allows for

user participation when one notes how the show utilizes
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email. At the bottom of each journal entry a hypertext link

is offered that leads one to an email message box. The

proximity to the journal entry permits one to easily comment

on the journal entry and even express an opinion regarding

what they have seen or read. These emails are rapidly

responded to by someone on the show's staff, creating the

sense of a close dialog between user and creator. This dialog

illuminates the point argued within this paper of the

expanded role of the audience. The fact that the ability to

comment and critique has been easily provided reveals that

this websodic embraces the audiences' expanded role in the

entertainment they receive. The dialog is further expanded by

the fact that once a person has sent an email to the show,

occasionally someone from the show's staff will send an

unsolicited email back to that person regarding either the

topic that that person originally wrote to the show about or

another aspect of the show. Just as all conversations occur,

exchanges with "The Spot" travel bi-directionally.

Related in some ways to the email function is "The

Spot's" newsletter. One chooses to subscribe to this

electronic update for the show by filling out a form on the

Web site. Afterwards, that person receives the newsletter

that appears as an email within their email account. This

element of the Web site, called the SpotFlash, offers another

means for the user to learn about the show. Since the user

requests the SpotFlash, the user has the opportunity to
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participate within the show by choosing the source from which

that person will receive information concerning the show.

Essentially, the user has been empowered to configure the

format of the show's presentation for himself.

Another significant area within "The Spot" that allows

for user participation is the SpotBiographies section. This

area of the Web site functions as a portrait gallery for the

show's audience. Here viewers display personal information

available for everyone who comes to the Web site to read.

Generally speaking, the people who have biographical Web

pages show photographs of themselves alongside personal

biographies that use text to describe themselves. The

SpotBiographies section offers another means for audience

members to participate in the show that significantly reveals

that a community has grown around "The Spot."

If a community may be thought of as a group with a

common interest (American 299), then the SpotBiographies

section is a roster of some of the people who share an

interest in "The Spot" and subsequently form the community

revolving around this Web soap opera. The term community may

be utilized in light of the SpotBiographies section of this

Web site by the fact that people only post their biographies

to this section if they are interested in "The Spot."
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One may speculate that the SpotBiographies section

serves a specific function within this community. While the

chat room, palace environment and bulletin boards allow for a

post and re-post13 form of conversation, as will be seen later

in the paper, the SpotBiograpies section offers more or less

a one way form of communication. The SpotBiographies section

probably exists to ameliorate the difficulties associated

with a community that exists outside a specific geographical

location. These community members, who identify themselves as

SpotMates, do not necessarily live within close distances to

each other since "The Spot" is a Web page that one may view

from distant and diverse locations. In this sense, the

SpotBiographies section allows community members to share

background information regarding themselves that may not

easily be obtained in the chat room, palace environment, or

bulletin boards—the primary forums of communication within

this community.

One finds that what the audience members have to say

about themselves or "The Spot" is just as intriguing as what

the show's staff writers say in the journal entries. Overall,

the creative work that the show's staff and audience offers

comes to engender the larger entity known as "The Spot." How

one appreciates "The Spot" beyond the eight or so journal

entries is further expanded when one starts to explore the

links to other Web sites that are offered on the

                                                
13 "Post and repost" refers to a two way conversation in which one responds to what
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SpotBiographies page. A short journey through the wires and

connections that comprise the Internet takes one from the

SpotBiography section via hypertext links to audience

member's Web sites that supplement the information contained

within "The Spot." These Web sites contain material of a fan

club nature for the show. Anything from opinions regarding

the Web soap opera to communications between the various fans

of the show are presented on these additional Web sites.

Within this Web site's chat room one truly senses the

spirit of the community. The chat room allows for one to join

in on a conversation with other people through one's

computer. By using a means of communication over the Internet

called Internet Relay Chat, or IRC, one may communicate with

others. While using IRC the comments of a collection of

people are displayed as lines of text on one's computer

screen. While reading along with the comments one may join in

by typing a comment of one's own. This then appears within

the IRC environment. Others may read what one has typed and

respond. In this sense a conversation may occur.

One finds that while those who participate within the

Spot's chat room generally share a common interest in the

websodic, the conversations are very broad and move beyond

the scope of the contents of the show's journal entries.

Regular chatters inhabit the chat rooms who know one another,

                                                                                                                                                
another person has said.
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and quickly the thrust of the conversations revolves around

the relationships that these people have with one another. As

this occurs one senses just how powerful the community spirit

is within "The Spot."

The Spot Palace and Bulletin Board similarly allow

audience members of this websodic to interact with one

another in a communal fashion. However, practically this is

accomplished by means that differ from that of the chat room.

The Spot Palace and Internet palaces in general present a

graphical interface to supplement the text-based interface of

the chat room. Among the elements that comprise that

graphical interface are an avatar, which is a picture that

represents one's identity. One may supplement one's avatar

with props that are essentially items one carries with

oneself. Props can be anything from pets to consumer items.

One may define oneself however one chooses. With one's avatar

and props assembled one comes in contact with another aspect

of the graphical interface when one chooses between a

collection of rooms within the palace. Rooms are represented

by a two-dimensional image that generally has a specific

mood. The sense of mood that these rooms, in addition to the

mood that the avatars and props convey, provide a prominent

difference between the palace and the chat room experience.

Mechanically one chats within a palace similarly to the way,

one communicates in the chat room.
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The SpotBoard and MotherBoard are the names of the two

bulletin boards within "The Spot." Both of these sections of

the Web site allow one to post a comment regarding the site

or even about a different topic for public discussion. This

comment can be read by other visitors to the Web site, since

the comment stays on the bulletin board for a long period of

time. Others may and frequently do respond to what one has

posted to the bulletin board in what becomes a public dialog.

Opinions are frequently offered and debate appears to be a

staple for the board.

Some people, who go by the name of SpotBoarders,

regularly post messages to the Spotboard and in turn amplify

the community spirit for the site. They, in turn, possess

their own habits and jargon. One habit that is common to the

Internet overall stems from the difficulty with text-based

communication. Since body language and voice inflection are

missing to help explain the context of a message, alternative

means have been created to convey these absent elements.

Grammatical characters on the keyboard, now called emoticons

have been adopted to convey emotion. For instance, a colon

beside one half of a parentheses has come to mean that the

previous comments were said with joy or as if one was

smiling, since those characters appear like a man who is

smiling. E.G. : )

Ghost:
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The ghost delineates an event from the protagonist's past

that negatively has affected him. In order for the story to

progress, the ghost must be addressed (Truby).

The Active Narrative seeks to avoid the least desirable

characteristics of the other existing new media entertainment

forms while incorporating their most desirable traits.

Consequently, from the three preceding case studies of

interactive entertainment forms, a composite description of

the traits to avoid and those to embrace will be described

with the understanding that such an endeavor will be the

beginning work that will define the Active Narrative. As a

general note, since the previous section of this thesis

describes in detail the nature of the characteristics of the

various mediums investigated, for efficiency's sake this

section will rely at times upon a mention of those

characteristics' names in order to indicate these

characteristics. In the end it is this paper's desire that a

harmony of proportions in which the most beneficial traits of

each of the various analyzed mediums may combine to issue

forth a new entity.

Games are already part of the interactive entertainment

industry. In fact, as the statistics that were presented

earlier indicated games dominate the new media entertainment

industry (Isgur 2). In order to achieve the premise that a

novel approach to interactive entertainment must inform the
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Active Narrative's identity, the Active Narrative will avoid

incorporating game-like traits into its nature. Since the

action game genre was understood to primarily be a game,

little will be borrowed by the Active Narrative from this

type of interactive entertainment.

For instance, action games were described as interactive

entertainment entities that possess the following four game-

like characteristics: fast response rates, hand/eye

coordination challenges, a usage pattern defined by short

periods of repeat play, and the lack of interest in complex

stories as defined in the addendum of this paper. As a result

none of those traits will be incorporated into the nature of

the Active Narrative. While the first case study provided a

good example of what the Active Narrative will not be, the

second case study offers a mixed scenario of traits both

appropriate and inappropriate.

Several traits were determined after the analysis of the

adventure game example to represent this genre. These begin

with the fact that adventure games, generally speaking, are

interested in storytelling. In fact, a complex narrative as

defined in the addendum to this paper was found to exist

within the adventure game that was analyzed. However, the

means with which one interacts with the game prohibits the

full realization of this complex narrative. One participates

by unraveling the story that exists in the game while
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overcoming obstacles that threaten to detract from one's

completion of the story. Those obstacles and the general

difficulty associated with guessing the next point in the

plot subvert a sense of flow and causality in the order of

the plot's events within the game. In an attempt to smooth

out the kinks that the game adds to its own story, a book is

sold that reveals the story. Since the game requires one to

unravel the story, one may use this book to help play the

game.

The adventure game seems to be an entity in conflict

with itself. On the one hand this genre seeks to relate

stories of a complex nature, but on the other hand the game

portion of this entity subverts the proper telling of that

story. In fact, this struggle between the game and story

portion of the adventure game necessitated the existence of

the book to accompany the game to overcome the conflict

between these two warring halves. In light of this phenomena,

it is best to classify the adventure game's reliance upon

story as an admirable trait worthy of adoption by the Active

Narrative and the presence of the competing game component to

this genre as unworthy. Removing the latter makes it possible

to fully employ and enjoy the former, as the conflict between

the two is eliminated. With the complication to the story

terminated by the removal of the game portion of this genre,

the need for an accompanying book to reinforce the story no

longer exists. However, the possibility of a publication or
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magazine of some sort offers another benefit that will be

revealed during the review of the traits of the websodic

genre. So, the Active Narrative will retain the concept, but

not the goal, of an attached magazine as suggested by the

adventure game genre.

The analysis of the websodic medium was divided into two

halves. The first portion sought to understand how the

material was presented, while the latter appreciated the

sense of community that the Web soap opera fostered through

the opportunities that it provided for users to participate

within the show. Within both sections of the analysis traits

were discovered within this example of a websodic, "The

Spot", that will not be used to define the Active Narrative.

There are also some traits that can be incorporated into the

make-up of this new form of interactive entertainment, the

Active Narrative.

One may begin with the way in which “The Spot” presents

its information and specifically with its use of the

Internet. As a form of distribution the Internet offers both

bad and good qualities. The Active Narrative acknowledges

that in its current state the Internet cannot transfer large

amounts of data quickly. Generally speaking, only text and

small still images can travel through the Internet quickly

enough to avoid boring users while they wait to receive this

data. Consequently, the Active Narrative will choose another
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distribution channel to present large amounts of information.

Additionally, the Active Narrative will avoid any

characteristics that the websodic genre adopted as a strategy

to compensate for the Internet's limits.

As a source of entertainment distributed through the

Internet, “The Spot” and Web soap operas in general have

adapted themselves to cope with that distribution channel.

For example, one may speculate that “The Spot” presents their

information through journal entries because the journal entry

is a type of communication that uses the best means of

communication, such as text and still images. Text and still

images are appropriate because they were previously used to

present journal entries and they also function well with the

limitations that the Internet imposes. In other words, this

websodic has devised a way to present its information that

maintains the tradition of how journal entries have appeared,

while also working well with the Internet. In contrast, it

would not be wise to present information that compensated for

the Internet's limits but seemed out of place within the

tradition of its own genre, such as a video segment that only

offered 15 of the usual 30 frames per second. Audience

members are apt to resent what has been taken away from the

tradition of full motion video even if it works well within

the constraints of its distribution medium.
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To conclude the discussion concerning the websodic’s

presentation methods and which of those traits are worthy of

adoption by the Active Narrative, several additional traits

will be mentioned. To begin with, there is one additional

characteristic that the Active Narrative will not borrow from

how the Web soap opera genre shows its material. There is no

need to rely on text and small (in the sense of physical

dimensions and file size), still images in the way that Web

soap operas do, because arguably websodics make use of these

means of communication as a distribution strategy. The Active

Narrative will be free to use formats that audiences enjoy--

such as full motion video or film--because the Active

Narrative will not seek to transfer a lot of information over

the Internet.

Secondly, several of the websodic's traits offer means

of presenting information that will be incorporated by the

Active Narrative. Web soap operas update their content very

frequently; so too will the Active Narrative. “The Spot”

offers an abridged version of their show. This makes sense so

it will be a characteristic that the Active Narrative will

borrow. Just as one may interact with an archive of “The

Spot’s” shows, similarly one will be able to access the

Active Narrative’s archives. Games will be offered by the

Active Narrative that foster community interaction as they do

in "The Spot," but that do not also ruin the complexity of

the story. Lastly, a newsletter that resembles  “The Spot’s”
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newsletter will be sent out to audience members. This

newsletter may appear as a magazine that offers more than a

recap of what has happened during the last month or so in the

Active Narrative's story but may also function as a means for

showcasing the communities that the Active Narrative will

seek to create.

Earlier a point was made concerning how the websodics

have been forced to adopt strategies due to the influence

that the Internet’s limits impose. There is another side to

those websodics that functions beyond this phenomena. "The

Spot" despite its complex maneuvering to avoid overwhelming

the Internet's distribution capabilities, offers a range of

services because of its use of the Internet that have much to

offer the Active Narrative. These services have been

classified within the second portion of the analysis of the

websodic genre. They may be considered as the sense of

community that has evolved from the ways in which "The

Spot's" audience has been allowed to participate within the

Web site.

There are several methods that "The Spot" put in place

within its Web site that created a community of SpotFans, the

term applied to members of this community. Each of these will

be adopted in some way by the Active Narrative. Email will

allow for users of the Active Narrative to communicate

readily with both the creators of the Active Narrative and
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other audience members. A biographies section will offer

members of the communities that form around the Active

Narrative space--whether on the Web site on within the

magazine--to display personal biographies for other members

of the community to view. Lastly, various communication

forums will exist for these community members to interact

with one another, such as chat rooms, bulletin boards and

palace environments.

To recap how the Active Narrative is affected by the

case studies in an abbreviated form, the following list has

been provided:

The Active Narrative avoids the following traits of

action and adventure games and of Web soap operas:

• Fast response rates.

• Hand/eye coordination challenges.

• Short temporal involvement.

• Lack of interest in complex stories.

• Distribution limitations.

• Mixture of games within stories that interfere with

the story.

• Presentation strategies resulting from limited

distribution channels.

The Active Narrative incorporates the following traits

from action and adventure games and of Web soap operas:
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• Complex stories.

• A printed journal to showcase the Active Narrative and

the users of the Active Narrative.

• Frequently updated material.

• An abridged version of the Active Narrative.

• An archive of past Active Narratives.

• Community building games that avoid interfering with

the story.

• Email between Active Narrative staff and audience

members, and between audience members.

• Community forums such as chat rooms, bulletin boards

and palace environments.

Antagonist:

The antagonist as a term speaks of the person best suited to

offer a challenge to the protagonist, while vying for the

same goal.

In order to come to a final understanding of the Active

Narrative, this thesis will study film and TV. The industries

related to these mediums are thriving, while the new media

entertainment industry is suffering. As a case in point, look

at Hollywood's astounding success last year. In 1996,

domestic box office ticket sales reached $5.8 billion,

setting another record nearly 9% greater than 1995's already

stellar performance. 12 films surpassed the $100 million mark

domestically, while internationally Hollywood's achievements
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are no less remarkable. Three films—"Independence Day,"

"Twister," and "Mission: Impossible" grossed more than $200

million abroad compared to only one film from the year

before. (Dutka, F-1).

 The television business has similarly triumphed. In

1996, 98% of U.S. households contained a television set,

while 73% of those household possessed more than one

television set. Of those households 81% additionally owned a

VCR; cable TV was found within 65% of those households.

Television's penetration into the American home could hardly

be more widespread.  Additionally, average household viewing

is on the rise. In 1971, the average TV household watched 42

hours and 4 minutes of television weekly, and in 1995 that

same household watched 50 hours and 42 minutes of television

weekly. (Nielson, 4). It is hoped that traits that have

contributed to the success of film and TV can be applied to

the Active Narrative once they have been pinpointed.

An appreciation of either film or television leads one

to focus on the fact that these are story-telling mediums.

Sarah Kozloff makes a similar distinction in the book

Channels of Discourse: Television and Contemporary Criticism.

She writes,

"American television is as saturated in narrative
as a sponge in a swimming pool. Most prime-time
television forms—the sitcom, the action series, the
prime-time soaps, the made-for-TV, the feature
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film—are obviously narrative, as are such daytime
offerings as cartoons and soap operas. Moreover,
forms that are not ostensibly fictional
entertainment, but rather have other
goals—description, education, persuasion,
exhortation, and so on—covertly tend to use
narrative as a means to their ends. (43)

At first this may seem obvious, but the fact deserves more

attention when one attempts to understand just what is going

on for the 28 hours and 10 minutes per week that the average

person spends watching television (Nielson, 28). Considering

the fact that within a 500-channel television and cable

world, about 12,000 hours of narrative or roughly one-and-

one-third years of storytelling are offered daily, just how

overwhelming the scope of storytelling has become strikes one

profoundly. The same goes for film. Last year the Hollywood

establishment produced 417 films, up from the previous year

by seven. Sources indicate that the number exceeds the

audience's consumption potential (Dutka, F-1). One would have

to watch a film a day for the entire year and then sneak in

another film for almost two months in order to watch every

film that Hollywood produced last year. Then, there are the

numerous independent and foreign film that find their way in

differing degrees to the screen. Clearly, narratives are

abundant today.

The question begs asking: what exactly is it about

narratives that cause our society to create and view them so

voraciously? One may assume that humans have enjoyed

narratives for a long time, at least since the days of
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Ancient Greece when Aristotle proposed a theory to explain

what the narratives that appeared in the Ancient Greek

theaters offered their society:

A tragedy, then, is the imitation of an action that
is serious and also, as having magnitude, complete
in itself; in language with pleasurable
accessories, each kind brought in separately in the
parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a
narrative form; with incidents arousing pity and
fear, wherewith to accomplish its catharsis of such
emotions. Here by 'language with pleasurable
accessories' I mean that with rhythm and harmony or
song superadded; and by 'the kinds separately' I
mean that some portions are worked out with verse
only, and other in turn with song (Poetics, 230).

Aristotle proposes here that fear and pity, two undesirable

emotions, are purged from a person who saw a tragedy

performed in the ancient Greek theaters. He applies a medical

term "catharsis" to suggest that those emotions are

alleviated after a controlled dose of the very same is

administered, as with a vaccine. Later on in the work

Aristotle describes pity as "occasioned by undeserved

misfortune" and fear as occasioned by witnessing something

bad happen to "one like ourselves" (Poetics, 238). While this

passage by Aristotle does not mention if the Ancient Greek

theater audiences were consciously aware of how the tragedy

was affecting them, one may speculate that if those audience

members resemble contemporary film or television audiences,

then the catharsis occurs in one's unconscious mind.

Nevertheless, the loss of those bothersome emotions and the
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consequential relief that narrative offers to all could

explain why people today are still so interested in stories.

By no means is Aristotle's theory of catharsis and

narrative the only explanation available to explain the

intriguing question of the role narrative plays in man's life

and man's attraction to narratives. Aristotle even offered

another explanation within the same book. He says:

And it is natural for all to delight in works of
imitation. The truth of this second point is shown
by experience: though the objects themselves may be
painful to see, we delight to view the most
realistic representations of them in art, ... The
explanation is to be found in a further fact: to be
learning something is the greatest of pleasures not
only to the philosopher but also to the rest of
mankind, however small their capacity for it. The
reason of the delight in seeing the picture is that
one is at the same time learning—gathering the
meaning of things, e.g. that the man there is so-
and-so... (Poetics, 227)

Aristotle has explained in the above passage that man

naturally enjoys viewing an imitation of things. He enjoys

the order and rhythm of those imitations. Aristotle goes even

further to say that man enjoys narratives for how they mimic

life, because while viewing these imitations men are able to

learn something. It seems that we learn of the nature of

life, how things are in the world we inhabit.

Aristotle may have been one of the first on record to

address the question, but his statements concerning the

educational benefits that narratives offer has also prompted
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other more recent thinkers to propose additional theories. J.

Hillis Miller, a contemporary American thinker is one. He

states:

A more modern formulation of what Aristotle asserts
might be to say that in fictions we order or
reorder the givens of experience. We give
experience a form and a meaning, a linear order
with a shapely beginning, middle, end, and central
theme. The human capacity to tell stories is one
way men and women collectively build a significant
and orderly world around themselves. With fictions
we investigate, perhaps invent, the meaning of
life. (Miller, 69)

Stories can teach people a lot about life, because it is from

life that authors cannot help but to draw from when they

create their stories. Not only do many of the characteristics

that we recognize in life appear within our stories, but they

appear with the logic and order that an author may impose and

re-impose after numerous rewrites have occurred and outside

advice sought. The complexity and even confusion of real life

can seamlessly disappear within the fictive space of

narratives and in its place appears an order and clarity. In

this sense, narratives provide not only an imitation of life,

as Aristotle suggested, but they provide a picture-perfect

mimesis, a version of life we frequently would prefer and one

whose existence can reassure its viewers of the order within

their live and even provide a paradigm for how to evaluate or

even reevaluate one's life so that it appears orderly.
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If a narrative has the ability to suggest a

comprehensible view of life, then what powers does it have to

suggest modes of individual human behavior? Miller continues

within the following paragraph of his provocative essay:

A story is a way of doing things with words. It
makes something happen in the real world: for
example, it can propose modes of selfhood or ways
of behaving that are then imitated in the real
world. ... Seen from this point of view, fictions
may be said to have a tremendous importance not as
the accurate reflectors of a culture but as the
makers of that culture ... (Miller, 69).

Miller suggests here that characters within a narrative

exemplify ways of behaving that in turn may be adopted in the

real world by those who view their image or read of their

likeness. As he says, the authors of those stories hold an

extraordinary power, the ability to shape human behavior

through the presentation of behavioral paradigms. For such to

be the case, perhaps one may say that when a storyteller

passes a narrative onto his audience, the audience members

also have been granted the opportunity to identify with and

perhaps even temporarily become a character from the

narrative. In this scenario a story may be thought to offer a

laboratory, so to speak, for behaviors, because congruent

with that opportunity is the implied clause that one will not

be held accountable for the behaviors their surrogate has

performed for the last two hours, 200 pages or alternative

narrative period. When the story has ended one may choose to
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appropriate a bit of Don Quixote into oneself or ensure that

no portion of MacBeth enters one's identity.

Narrative functions in various ways that certainly have

simulated a debate too broad to adequately address within the

scope of this thesis. One may rest assured, though, that man

will continue to tell stories today even if the medium in

which they are told has changed. As Sarah Kozloff puts it:

Whereas our ancestors used to listen to tall tale
spinners or wise medicine men, read penny dreadfuls
or the latest serialized novel, tune in to radio
dramas or rush to the local bijou each Saturday,
now we primarily satisfy our ever-constant yen for
stories by gathering around the flickering box in
the living room. Television is the principal
storyteller in contemporary American society
(Kozloff 42).

One may amend Kozloff's analysis to include film as an

equally ever-present storytelling medium, but nevertheless

her point illustrates an interesting phenomena. While

humanity's need or desire for stories remains constant, how

they are presented changes as man's technological facility

progresses. From oral storytelling to print, to printed books

to radio and now television and film, narratives have

progressed in the course of their presentation.

If film and television may be thought of as two of the

most popular storytelling mediums today, then perhaps an

explanation for their present popularity resides in the fact

that these mediums tell their stories so that as many people
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as possible can appreciate them. To achieve that type of

orientation for their stories those mediums apply patterns to

both the characters and plot within their stories. These

patterns standardize the characters and the plot, making the

stories more easily understood by a broad, mass audience.

For example, the characters in film and on television

generally fall into one of seven possible character types as

originally defined by the Russian literary theorist Vladimir

Propp in his analysis of the highly standardized Russian

fairy tale genre. Through his analysis Propp defined these

seven character types as the hero, villain, donor,

dispatcher, false hero, helper, and princess and her father.

Propp states that all characters may be thought of as one of

these seven within the Russian fairy tale genre. However,

contemporary media critics have applied Propp's research to

characters within film and television. Peter Wollen has made

the jump into the world of film, while Sarah Ruth Kozloff has

done so for television.

In fact, Kozloff has pointed out that television's

characters have more in common with Propp's findings than

their classification into one of the possible seven character

type groups. Namely, she states that the actions that these

characters undertake may be regarded to fall within one of a

possible 31 total actions as also defined by Propp. Kozloff:
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But let us consider also the following, very
deliberately crafted twentieth-century stories:

1. Housewife X's sink is clogged.
Josephine the plumber suggests Liquid
Plumber. The drain cleaner cuts through
the clog and the housewife's problem is
solved.
2. Customer Y has dry, chapped hands from
washing dishes. Madge the manicurist
suggest Palmolive dishwashing detergent.
Customer Y returns to beauty parlor with
restored hands.
3. Housewife Z makes bad coffee and
husband complains. Mrs. Olson recommends
Folger's coffee. Housewife Z tries
Folger's and wins husband's praise and
affection.

In each of the above stories, the heroine has a
lack or misfortune (Propp's function #8a), which is
noticed (#9). She comes into contact with a donor
(#13), who suggests the use of the magical agent
(#14). The initial misfortune or lack is liquidated
(#19). Often the heroine is then praised and
thanked by family members (figuratively #31, "The
hero is married and ascends the throne").

If television (and film according to Wollen) offer characters

to its viewers that are standardized not only in their

identity but in their actions (Kozloff, 47-51) because this

type of standardization allows for a certain easy read that

must exist within mediums as popular as film and television,

then television (and film for that matter) completes the job

by also standardizing its story's plot.

Syd Field in his book Screenplay reveals the patterns

that one may apply to a film plot to make them more easily

understandable. He begins by acknowledging this very concept

of standardization when he says, "I saw that the screenplay

has certain basic conceptual components common to the form."
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(3). From there Field continues to provide in a how-to manner

the standard that he has discovered for the screenplay. For a

detailed understanding of what Field has to say one may

reference the addendum to this paper that lays out in greater

detail the principles of screenplay writing. To begin with,

Field recommends the use of a classic structure composed of

three acts that correspond to the beginning, middle, and end

of one's screenplay to organize one's material. He continues

by suggesting that each act be set off from the previous by a

major twist in the story that Field has termed a plot point.

The first twist in the action called, the inciting incident,

separates Act I from the equilibrium that originally existed.

The action comes to a final crisis moment towards the end of

the third act and resolves itself predictably by the end of

Act III (Field 114-131).

Kozloff acknowledges that the same pattern has

homogenized television's plots when she makes mention of

German playwright and novelist Gustav Freytag's concept of

the "dramatic triangle", (46-47) but she adds a further

insight when she reveals the downside to this process of

uniformity. Namely, the stories become less interesting,

because they offer little in the way of surprise, a desirable

component of drama. Again Kozloff:

Each week on Bewitched, Samantha's magical powers
will get her in some tangle potentially leading to
exposure of her witchcraft and/or great
embarrassment to husband Darren; said problem will
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be remedied in the nick of time... More generally,
one can rest assured that harmony will be restored
at the end of each sitcom, children will be taught
a moral lesson at the end of each domestic comedy,
crime and detective shows will include a chase, and
dastardly villains will inevitably be vanquished by
their own dastardly inventions.

Such predictability had led scholars to remark
on television's deficiencies in terms of one of the
major engines driving narrative—suspense. (51)

Her discussion continues by remarking upon the television

industry's attempt to compensate for the boredom that

instills their stories. Television shows attempt to

counteract their problem in several ways: increasing the

number of story-lines that run throughout the show; offering

beautiful scenery; and/or hiring magnetic actors. A case in

point that illustrates the first strategy is the soap opera

that generally has five or six story-lines occurring within

each episode. Unfortunately, this strategy relies more upon

overwhelming the audience to the point of distraction rather

than providing intriguing stories. None of the multiple

story-lines offer suspenseful material, instead those story-

lines still depend upon clichés (Kozloff, 51-54). The

resulting situation conveys the impression of a show with a

lot of the same predictable material.

Another way to look at the television show that sheds

some light on its predictable plot patterns, is to consider

the television show as primarily a character driven story.

The shallowness of the plot seems less important because of

the show's higher priority in character. One is able to
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overlook the rather boring plot of a television show because

one is interested in the show's protagonist and his larger

development. From the onset of the show a question has been

established that will govern the story-lines of the

subsequent shows. For instance, the framing question that

Magnum will struggle with from episode to episode in "Magnum

PI" is: will Magnum ever forsake his childish ways to become

an adult as demonstrated in the most mature of all actions,

marriage? Since this question harbors deep psychological

content and since the characters are very likable and

portrayed by magnetic actors, the predictability of each

week's plot may be overlooked.

Whether the television industry's solution ever really

works from a critical point of view is a moot point, for it

and for that matter the film industry continue to reach

larger and larger audiences and collect greater and greater

profits. Their strategies have achieved a practical success.

For this reason, when the Active Narrative assesses what

traits it can borrow from either the film or television

industry, the problematic nature of standardized stories will

be overlooked. The Active Narrative will follow the film and

television industry's lead by also offering stories that can

easily be understood so that this proposal for a new form of

entertainment will stand a much better chance to become a

reality.
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Umbrella:

The umbrella as a term describes that which the protagonist

brings with him congenitally and which makes the pursuit of

his goal more easily achievable (Lisa Alden).

In light of the preceding sections that touched on the

admirable traits from both the interactive entertainment

industry and the television and film industries that the

Active Narrative will draw from while forming its character,

it appears that the Active Narrative possesses a dual nature.

On the one hand the Active Narrative offers opportunities for

its audience members to participate within the show, and then

another portion of the Active Narrative allows the audience

members to passively receive the story that which the Active

Narrative will offer. This active and passive orientation

ameliorates the Active Narrative's opportunities for success,

for it parallels a development in how media forms are

presented that is over-taking the past means of presentation.

The Active Narrative is right on target.

Media may never be the same, for how media is being

offered today is bound for a dramatic change. While this

alteration will affect mediums as entrenched in the status

quo as television, the change is more apt to originate within

up-and-coming mediums that are interested in extending the

boundaries of presentation, such as the World Wide Web. For

this reason, one finds the first mentions of these imminent
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changes within new media magazines such as "Wired" and

specifically on the cover of the March 1997 issue of that

magazine that proclaims in bold type: "We interrupt this

magazine for a special bulletin — PUSH! Kiss your browser

good-bye: The radical future of media beyond the Web." The

editors of this respected new media magazine speculate within

the pages of the issue about how the nature of the World Wide

Web will undergo a major transformation that will in turn

spur a change in other entertainment industries as what they

call "push" is introduced into an industry that for the most

part offers "pull," another term of their using.

Pull media, the editors from "Wired" explain, refers to

media on the Internet that demands its users interact in some

way in contrast to push media, the traditional type of media

that presents a stream of information without demands for

participation, such as a television show. Whereas the

addition of push media to the World Wide Web signals a change

in this medium that might make it appear as if the medium

were becoming more like television, in actuality the addition

of push media onto the World Wide Web signals a new state for

the multimedia industry in which push and pull media converge

to form a hybridized entity.

This change is being facilitated by the prime producers

of World Wide Web viewing software, what is called the Web

browser. The Netscape Communications Corporation and the
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Microsoft Corporation are changing how their Web browses work

so that they will allow push media to flow onto one's

computer screen instead of only displaying media that must be

gathered by the user. Not only is the Netscape Corporation

making it possible for push media to appear side by side with

pull media in their Web browsers, they are making it so easy

that push and pull media emanating from the Internet will

appear as a regular part of every computer.

Constellation, Netscape's next browser, will be

incorporated in the software that runs one’s computer so that

one can connect to the Internet by simply starting the

computer. Push and pull media will be as fundamental to the

computer as the computer itself. Microsoft plans similarly to

make Internet connection a part of every computer’s inherent

experience sometime in 1997 with the release of their new

product Active Desktop. Their plans call for every window on

a desktop to contain some form of active pushed information

that a person pre-determines in addition to the pull media

that is such an inherent part of the computer.

 In addition to companies such as the Netscape

Communications Corporation and the Microsoft Corporation

other software companies are busily working to extend the

scope of the possible hardware devices that may receive this

hybridized media. Technologies such as ActiveX, Java, and

WebObject will soon allow for video to be sent to one’s
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phone, an email to video displays built practically

everywhere, or a city map to a car's windshield.

Additionally, "Wired's" editors reveal that older devices

such as television are being altered to display this new

hybrid media. Generally speaking, the devices that will

support this type of media will all be connected by some type

of network. The term “network” describes an instance when

many computers are connected to one another. Networks benefit

individual computers on the network by allowing them to

communicate with other computers on that network. The

Internet is essentially one huge network, in which individual

computers may communicate in ways such as sending email to

one another and viewing the files on each other's computers,

such as Web pages. In fact, the editors at "Wired" magazine

suggest that the network that all of these push/pull media

receptors will be connected to is the Internet.

This network, predicts the article, will have a broad

throughput making possible many intriguing uses of push and

pull media. To alleviate the unpleasant situation of being

lost on the road, what is essentially an information crisis,

media screens will be present in autos. Provided that a

computer accompanied these screens, one would be able to pull

up a customized map from the Internet that could even show

one's current position to resolve the dilemma. However if

that computer did not accompany the display, then the passive

side of this hybrid media form could be utilized to show the
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lost driver a map or a video of the most expeditious route to

their destination: the difference being that that pushed map

and video would have originated from a source of artificial

intelligence within the Internet that expected that the

person would get lost. Pushed media that arrives without

request will be another characteristic of the new media

future.

In order for this type of unsought pushed transmission

to occur one may reason that the sender of that transmission

must know what type of information to show that person and

where to find that person. One can speculate that this

knowledge may be obtained through one of two ways. Either the

person can inform the sender of their informational needs and

location data before the need exists, or the sender can

determine that information from one's past usage of the

Internet. If, for instance, the lost driver was on his way to

his hotel, then that hotel would be able push him a map if

that person supplied the hotel with the fact that they will

need directions and the identification code for the media

receptor in the car. This first scenario, in which pushed

media comes from the user's request, indirect as it may be,

stands in contrast to a scenario in which an intelligent

agent on the Internet might recognize the fact that that

person is in a foreign city and consequently send that person

a map even if those directions weren’t explicitly requested.
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An intelligent agent might know to push one travel

information and where to push it to from something as simple

as a rental car charge that occurred on the Internet. From

this transaction the agent could surmise that that person was

in a foreign city and would consequently need a map that

could be sent to the transmitter in his rental car, the

location of which would be included in the car rental

transaction.

The previous scenario raises an obvious question of

privacy. Since advertising is bound to accompany many of

these media entities and considering the history of junk

mail, junk faxes, and now junk email, one may ask to what

extent one will want to open themselves up to a constant

stream of pushed media. There are several answers to this

question. One, as push and pull media proposes to offer

valuable information such as city maps for the lost traveler,

it is suggested that one will not mind advertising in

addition to that original information. This formula has

worked in the past with television, with radio and on the

Pointcast Network, so one may anticipate its future

acceptance. (The Pointcast Network is a current software

product that turns one's computer screen--while it is

inactive--into a receptor for the latest pushed news

headlines that disappear once the computer is put into use

again.) Two, included within these new media receptors will

be the ability to determine to what extent one wishes to
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receive pushed media. A device will allow one to turn the

push capacity of their receptors off at will so that these

messages end with one's desire for that ending or continue

depending on the content (We Interupt, 12-23).

The convergence of passive and active media indicates a

pattern that the Active Narrative inherently possesses. When

the Active Narrative is telling its story as shaped by its

understanding of film and television’s narrative tendencies,

this new form of interactive entertainment is pushing its

content in ways that Silicon Valley has recently made

possible to view. Additionally, when one participates with

the Active Narrative one is pulling information in a pattern

that was influenced by the websodic genre. Not only is it to

the Active Narrative's benefit that it is inherently built in

a pattern that other mediums are now adopting, an additional

benefit lies in the fact that the Active Narrative is a

entity whose content will be geared in a way that will allow

it to integrate with the existing mediums as they embrace

this hybridization.

Arena

The Arena as a term specifies the environment in which a

story occurs (Engelhardt).
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Before these high-speed networks are in place another

distribution mechanism will be used by the Active Narrative.

This is the digital video disk, or the DVD. The DVD is a

digital storage system created by a consortium of companies

such as Sony and Toshiba that resembles the compact disk

(CD). Like the CD the DVD measures 12 centimeters across and

1.2 millimeters thick. However unlike the CD, the DVD may be

composed of either one or two layers of data on either one or

two sides of the disk. Each side of the disk may be used,

although the disk would have to be flipped over to utilize

the second side (DVD: Big 12-17).

DVD offers many beneficial qualities. For instance, DVD

offers studio production quality images that approach "D-1"

image quality, a studio production standard. DVD images offer

the best color, sharpness, and clarity in home video, far

surpassing Laserdisc quality. DVD images are also high

resolution, with fine picture detail. Video distortion is

extremely low, with little noise. Since DVD is an optical

format, the picture quality does not degrade over time or

repeated use. Additionally, an advanced digital encryption

system accompanies the disk's programs to ensure copy

protection (Sony). Lastly, the DVD can hold much more data

than its predecessor the CD: anywhere from 4.7 to 17

Gigabytes (Gbs) depending on the configuration of layers and

sides compared to 650 Megabytes on the CD. Roughly, this

equates to seven to 26 times more storage space.
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With all of this storage capacity the opportunities for

the presentation of entertainment programming can be greatly

expanded. For instance, the film industry is using the DVD to

replace the analog video cassette in the home video market.

The DVD can display approximately 133 minutes of audio/video

on one layer of the disk (DVD: Big 12-17). For a matter of

comparison CDs can only store ten minutes of a film

(Toshiba). The exact number of film minutes that a DVD can

store depends on how the data is compressed and how many

language tracks are used. A total of eight language tracks

and thirty-two subtitle tracks can be held on a disk

permitting audiences to choose the language in which they

wish to hear or read the subtitles for a film. However, as

previously mentioned, the presence of too many languages on

the disk will take away from the disk's capacity to display

video. A typical scenario would offer a film with three audio

tracks, eight subtitled tracks, and an entire feature length

film on one layer of data.

There are various other benefits that the DVD possesses,

such as high quality audio. The DVD relies upon the Dolby

Digital Format (formerly known as "AC-3") to offer 5.1 audio

channels (five channels and an additional subwoofer). For

non-video applications the DVD can be further refined to

support "super" stereo or multi-channel audio formats that

would surpass the quality of sound on CDs today. Another
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attribute DVD supports is the storage of multiple camera

angles and various presentation modes for a scene. This

feature would allow film on a DVD to offer different versions

of its content on the same disk from which a user can choose.

Whether a parent is deciding the best version of a film for

their children to watch or viewers are determining the

perspective from which they wish to watch a film in an

interactive way, this attribute allows for intriguing uses.

Another use of this feature would allow for one of those

views to include a director's cut of the film. Other

qualities of the DVD include the ability to display one of

two aspect ratios (normal 4:3 and widescreen 16:9), the

creation of chapter divisions and their easy access (one

could shuttle to a pre-defined section on the DVD or an area

that the user has bookmarked), and the presence of

sophisticated navigation commands for interactive content

(DVD: Big, 12-17).

The widespread release of DVD players and DVD titles is

accelerating this new digital storage format's popularity.

DVD players for consumers, called DVD-video, and DVD players

for computers, called DVD-ROM, were released during the first

quarter of 1997. An initial price of $900 for the players is

bound to drop as the number of purchased units increases. One

estimate figures that DVD-ROMS will fall to the price of $200

due to computer user's demand for high quality video on the

computer (Poultney, 1, 103). Another factor ensuring the DVD-
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ROMS widespread acceptance is this standard's backwards and

forwards compatibility. DVD-ROM players can play computer CDs

(CD-ROMS) and the next standard for digital computer storage,

the DVD-RAM disk. High data transfer rates that allow data to

travel quickly on the DVD-ROM will no doubt also aid its

adoption by computer users (Toshiba).

To facilitate consumer adoption of the DVD-video format

Sony and BlockBuster Video undertook a promotional campaign

that began in the spring of 1997 and that demonstrated the

DVD-video player in BlockBuster stores across the United

States. BlockBuster also offered coupons for free DVD rentals

at their stores as part of the campaign. One of the sources

providing titles for BlockBuster's promotion is Columbia

TriStar Home Video (CTHV), part of the Sony Pictures

Entertainment Company. CTHV plans to release more than 20

titles during the first 12 months after the DVD-video

player's release onto the market. Sony Music has also

announced the first titles that it plans to release for the

DVD-video player. The DVD-video player will bridge the

current gap between music and video players by playing both

types of these media. Sony estimates U.S. demand for DVD at a

half-million DVD players the first year, with worldwide

demand reaching 10 million units by the year 2000 (Sony).

The DVD players offer an interim solution to meet the

delay in the presence of high-speed Internet connections.
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Those connections are promised to arrive in the near future

via cable companies and their high-speed cable modems.

Estimated to be 1,000 times faster than current modems that

rely on phone lines, the cable modem will bring the Internet

to one's TV set. Just as cable TV today offers more channels

of programming to one's TV set, the cable modem will deliver

the Internet to one's TV set, fostering the mentioned

convergence of push and pull media. Cable modems will be

installed by cable TV technicians just as they currently

install cable TV boxes removing the typical installation

difficulties that users experience with new hardware. The

service is expected to cost $60 a month; one such provider is

the nation's largest cabler the TeleCommunications

Corporation (TCI) in a service that they have named @Home. In

the meantime, DVD users can access the Internet either from

their computers with traditional modems or on their TV sets

with the use of a new generation of Internet modems that are

either built in the TV set or reside in a box that one places

on top of the TV set (this is known as WebTV).

Protagonist

The protagonist is the entity around whom the action in the

screenplay revolves (Blacker, 5).
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In consideration of the investigation that has been

conducted into the nature of various interactive

entertainment entities and into the characteristics of both

film and television, one may now define the exact traits of

the Active Narrative. The unifying element of the Active

Narrative is the story that it tells, while a helpful way to

understand this new multimedia entity is to consider the

three mediums that it occupies: the DVD, the World Wide Web,

and the magazine.

DVD

The Active Narrative makes use of DVD to present the

story portion of its content. Each particular Active

Narrative is composed of different episodes, just like a

television series or the film serials of yesteryear. Each of

these episodes will appear as 25 minutes of video on the

disk. Many factors affect how many episodes can appear on one

disk, but it is originally intended that a DVD store four

episodes. Episodes may be watched weekly for a month. To

ensure that episodes are not watched before their intended

date a software lock can be installed on the disk. This truly

makes DVD the means for a month's worth of programming. To

link the different episodes a shared story-line extends from

one show into the next in a fashion similar to "The X Files."

Unlike most episodic shows which offer unique, individual

plots which begin and end in the course of one episode, after

the first episode the following episodes pick up the story as
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it was left off in the previous episode. A point is made to

ensure that the episodes still possess a beginning, middle,

and end even though that ending starts the next show.

Not only does the Active Narrative tell a story, but it

enhances the craft of storytelling by allowing its users to

actively participate in the story. In this sense pulled media

may operate within the pushed media atmosphere that

traditional stories offer. The method that allows Active

Narrative users to participate avoids the problematic

approach that usually colors interactive storytelling.

Typically, audience members are allowed to determine the

course of the plot. Moments arise at a crossroads in the

story in which the audience member must determine what to do

so that the story can progress. The story calls on the

audience member to decide if the protagonist will travel down

road A or road B.

These types of interactive stories fail because they

undermine the story's theme. Theme14 may be thought of as the

author's opinion on how to act and live in the world (Truby)

and appears as a result of the actions that the author

requires the protagonist to take. Since the protagonist's

fate at the end of the story indicates the merit of his

actions, the author's opinion of a person who has taken those

actions is revealed. For instance, if the protagonist suffers

at the end of the story, one may conclude that the author
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believes that those actions are not worthy of adoption. Thus,

the author's opinion has been expressed. Consequently, when

an interactive story forces an audience member to steer the

protagonist's actions and thereby usurping the author's role

in determining the protagonist's fate, the author has lost

his ability to express his opinions, and the theme has been

sabotaged.

While one may reason that these types of interactive

stories still present an outcome for the protagonist that

indicates the merit of his behavior, those outcomes lack the

integrity that one author may provide because they cajole an

audience member to choose from one of a number of outcomes

that are always limited in its number by practical, fiscal

restrictions to generally a small handful. With the number of

possible outcomes limited, the audience member never truly

guides the protagonist but must choose from a finite and

small number of predetermined possibilities. Thus, whereas a

protagonist's outcome as determined by one author with the

capability to choose from a full range of possible fates for

the protagonist mostly limited by his imagination appears as

a purposeful decision, a protagonist's fate as determined by

an audience member who has a limited choice of pre-determined

possibilities seems unintentional, contrived, and insincere.

What's more, the audience member has never been granted true

responsibility for the protagonist, but instead possesses the

                                                                                                                                                
14 In the context of Hollywood blockbuster oriented cinema, the Active Narrative's
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freedom that a mother might allow their child in the choice

between carrots or peas for dinner.

When the Active Narrative does embellish its user's

passive participation in the story with moments of active

involvement, it does so in ways that avoid forcing the user

into a role that would undermine the integrity of the story.

These forms of participation may be classified into four

categories: participation in terms of information management,

participation as a means to specify the nature of how the

story is being presented, participation to allow for the

discovery of supplemental information, and participation to

foster amusement.

Information Management

The addition of a computer in the craft of storytelling

allows users enhanced abilities to manage the large amount of

information that makes up a story. Since these information

management tools are accessible throughout the entire course

of the story, audience members are always empowered. There

are several specific ways in which one may participate.

First, the Active Narrative will allow its users to

place digital bookmarks at specific portions of the story

that they can access rather easily later on. Second, the

Active Narrative will come with pre-existing bookmarks at

                                                                                                                                                
inspiration.
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specific important moments in the story that an audience

member may access if so desired. Third, an additional

information management tool is a keyword search tool. Users

could use this tool to find a specific location in the Active

Narrative by typing a word that described that section into a

dialog box. Such a word might be one used by characters in

the story's dialog. The Active Narrative, using the

computer's innate ability to track and display information,

would then take the user to that section in the story.

Fourth, the ability to record notes on the story in a

digital journal that accompanies the story is another

interactive possibility as well as, fifth, the opportunity to

gauge how far one is in the course of the story with a

timeline. One could surmise where one is in the story, if a

graphical timeline that shows the entire length of the story

as a bar, with the specific point in the story where the user

is shown as a highlighted section of that bar was offered.

For an example of these data management tools check out the

Voyager Company's interactive books, for they provide solid

examples of how information management tools enrich a linear

narrative.

Story Presentation

In contrast to the previous set of interactive

opportunities, the remaining forms of user participation

within the story portion of the Active Narrative exist at
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specific moments that for the purposes of this paper will be

termed "activity clusters" due to the concentrated

interactive opportunities there. These activity clusters

appear at the beginning of the Active Narrative and in

between several scenes throughout the story. Only scenes that

are suited for interaction will offer an activity cluster. At

these activity clusters the user will be able to affect the

presentation of the Active Narrative in six different ways.

While each and every one of these six interactive functions

could reside at the activity cluster simultaneously, a more

likely scenario would allow for a combination of the

individual participatory opportunities to present at one

time.

One, the Active Narrative will offer its audience

members the ability to choose the perspective from which they

wish to view the story. This opportunity affects how the

story is displayed visually, for it would entail a switch in

the camera's position. There are two possible points of view

that an audience member may choose from and additional styles

that may affect those points of view. The first perspective,

to borrow a literary term, is the third person, omniscient

point of view. Typically films and television shows are shot

from this camera orientation. This point of view suggests

that the story is being told through God's eyes, because the

story is shown by a person who is capable of being

everywhere. For example, the third person, omniscient point
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of view will show one character by himself and at another

moment reveal a different character when he is alone. Since

one person can not be with two different people when they are

truly alone, one can reason that the third person omniscient

point of view reveals God's eye.

The second point of view would be from a collection of

characters in story. Unfortunately, most of the time it would

be impossible to allow the camera to only show one

character's perspective, for one character rarely is in every

scene of a story. One could permit an audience member to

designate that the camera reveal various characters'

perspectives such that if the camera was attached to a

character who left a scene the camera would then pass to

another character in the story. To avoid disrupting the flow

of the story, it would be best to have those camera changes

occur automatically without input from the audience member.

Otherwise, the story would pause as those decisions were

occurring. Of course, there are some exceptions to this rule,

such as a true first-person story in which one character

tells the entire story. In this case, that character would be

on screen for the entire story, and the problem of the camera

losing a place on screen would be eliminated. Another

exception allows for several narrators to pass the telling of

the story from one person to the other. Here, while the

original camera perspective would disappear at a point in the

story, the story immediately provides a replacement.
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There are two additional considerations that apply to

this notion of a changing camera point of view. The potential

exists for the camera perspective to possess an attitude just

as there are different styles of cinematography. It might be

more in tune for the camera work that reveals the perspective

of a depressed character to appear dismal and otherwise

instilled with that character's attitude and outlook.

Additionally, beyond affecting the visual styling of the

story, perspective could supply additional information such

as a character's thoughts. Thus, when one chose to have a

character's perspective dictate the camera position, they

could also choose to read or hear that character's unspoken

thoughts. The DVD's ability to have multiple language and

subtitle tracts seems particularly suited for this ability.

Two, an issue of story presentation that affects the

Active Narrative just as it affects film and television is

how to configure the story's simultaneity. As previously

discussed, stories differ from real life by the degree of

order and logic that has been applied to the story and that

typically is lacking a presence in real life. Consequently,

when a story is told one can see two events that occur at the

same time but in different locations. This is what is meant

by the word "simultaneity." Not only is this just simply

possible in a story, but a number of different ways exist to

handle this situation. For instance, both events can be shown
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on the screen at the same time by dividing the screen into

two parts. Or, the events can be shown back to back with

either one of the events preceding the other. Additionally,

one event may be shown while the other is revealed in another

way. For instance, a character could mention the passing of

the unseen event, or the event may be represented

metaphorically by a device such as a whistle blowing to

indicate the departure of a ship.

Three, the presentation of the discourse duration, which

relates to the issue of simultaneity closely, may also be

configured by an audience member. This issue concerns itself

with how much time is allotted to the presentation of a

scene. There are a number of different scenarios that

conceivably an audience member could choose from to affect

the presentation of one's Active Narrative. First, in a

summary approach, the amount of time used to describe the

scene (the discourse time) is shorter than the actual time

that the event would have taken to occur (the real time). For

example, when one describes the experience of going to

college by saying, "I went to college for 3 years,"  the

discourse time is shorter than the actual experience. Second,

one could exaggerate the condensation that occurred with the

summary approach in an approach that could be termed the

ellipsis approach. Here, the discourse time is severely

shortened to zero while the real time does not change. For

example, one could portray a car ride by showing a man get in
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the car in one location and then cut to the man getting out

of car in a different setting. The act of traveling has been

implied, and the discourse time equals zero. Third, in what

may be called the scene approach, the discourse time equals

the real time of the event. Conversations usually take

advantage of this approach. Character's words are presented

in the amount of time that they take to be spoken in real

time.

Fourth, when more discourse time is allotted to the

presentation of events than would occur in reality, a stretch

scenario has been used. Slow motion exemplifies this

approach, because the amount of time that is allocated to the

display of the event is greater that the amount of time that

the event takes to occur in real life. Fifth, one may shorten

the amount of time that an event is presented in thereby

employing the contraction option for discourse duration. One

such example is the fast forwarded replay of events on sports

programs, because the action is shown in less time than it

took for that action to actually occur. Sixth, the pause

scenario requires that story and real time duration both

equal zero. The freeze frame is one of the few instances of

this approach.

Four, the audience could be empowered to alter the

sequentially of the story. Some films reveal the order of the

story's events out of the casual sequence in which they
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naturally would occur. One such film is "Pulp Fiction" which

introduces the third act in the middle of the story and

before the second act. At the appropriate moment, the Active

Narrative could allow its audience members this power as well

as the ability to show a scene more than one time.

 Five, the existence of a voice-over narrator could

offer another means of user participation in the presentation

of the Active Narrative. While the user could choose to alter

the nature of the narrator according to the following list of

questions, the change in the narrator could only occur

superficially on the scale of changing the narrator's type of

voice (diction, vocabulary, accent, gender, age, etc.).

Larger changes in a narrator would require a change in plot,

and as previously discussed in the context of theme this is

to be avoided.

First, is the narrator one of the characters in the

story, existing within it in a homodiegetic fashion, or is he

outside, heterodiegetically participating in the story?

Second, to whom is the narrator telling the story? Does he

directly narrate to the audience or does he tell the story to

someone else--perhaps another character in the story and

consequently place the audience member in the position of

eavesdropper? Third, what degree of distance in time and

space exists between the actual event and the narration? This

question reveals how distance affects our perception of
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events. Fourth, what degree of distance in terms of emotional

detachment exists in the narrator as he tells his tale.

Frequently, narrators lose their neutrality when they tell a

story. Fifth, is the narrator reliable or does the narrator

mislead? The nature of this question is self evident. Sixth,

what is the narrator's degree of omniscience? Does he know

the story's outcome, know the character's thoughts and

feelings, or have the ability to move at will through time

and space? A character who has limits placed on his ability

to tell a story, such as a blind man, will tell a story

differently from one who has unlimited skills.

Six, the audience member could participate by adding a

perfect listener to the story. A perfect listener in the

sense of a laugh track for the story implies that the story

is being received communally as stories once were, because

one may hear the other narratees responding to the story. One

could extend the concept of a perfect listener to the notion

of a perfect speaker by including a track in which a person

explained how to interact with the Active Narrative or by

including the director of the Active Narrative as he explains

his thoughts behind the various scenes that he has created.

These last two options attempt to overcome the loss of

communal spirit by specifically focusing on making the

storyteller seem more real through the presence of his voice

(Kozloff 43-71). All of the attempts to add a perfect
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listener or speaker could be achieved through the DVD's

ability to display additional language and subtitle tracks.

Supplemental Information

The last two ways in which this paper suggested how an

audience member might be empowered to participate within the

story differ from the other means of interaction that have

been suggested in this section of the thesis entitled "The

Protagonist," in so far as these two last modes allow the

audience member to supplement the collection of information

that collectively comprises the story form with new

information. While those two interactive modes abstain from

adding enough information such that a new plot is born, they

add information--whether it be new words from the narrator or

a track in which the director speaks to his intentions in the

scene. Another mode of interaction, appropriately termed

"Supplemental Information," functions similarly by providing

additional information. Whether that information is the

knowledge that the show's creators generally possess but

rarely share with the general public or is supplemental

information from an outside source, one may value these facts

and insights for they lay bare the complex layers of

information that are part of the creative work. There are a

couple of types of supplemental information:

First, in the world of television the term "story bible"

describes a book of information about the characters and the
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show in general that the creators of the show originally

produce and later reference while creating additional

episodes. So too do the authors, directors, production

designers and the other creative individuals of an Active

Narrative create huge amounts of information before they

compose a finished product. Much, if not all, of this

information can be made available to the audience and stand

independent of the story so that the audience members may

access it if they so wish. This type of information is very

interesting, for it can embellish the story with information

from those most closely related to its production.

Second, information from outside knowledgeable sources

could be presented. Due to their distance from the show a

certain objectivity would inflect their information that

really begins to appear as referential knowledge. If one were

to produce an Active Narrative concerning extraterrestrial

life, it might be intriguing to present interviews with

experts on this subject matter.

Amusement

For the sake of amusement the audience could interact

with a puzzle or a game that does not affect what happens in

the story but coincides with it. Again, the effort will be

made to ensure that this form of user participation does not

influence the plot's progression in any way. This differs
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from traditional game play that affects the course of the

story. The Active Narrative's type of game play allows one to

share in the type of experiences a character is having. For

instance, if the protagonist must defuse a bomb in the story,

a bomb defusing game could be offered to simulate that

situation for the audience member.

World Wide Web

While DVD serves as the primary distribution format for

the story portion of the Active Narrative, the World Wide Web

is made use of to offer additional information. Please note

that this information is presented in an abbreviated fashion,

since it has either already been touched upon in another

section or may easily be understood with few words. The Web

site will include the following sections:

1) A discussion by the Active Narrative's creators is

provided concerning the latest developments in the story as

seen on DVD as well as hints for the direction of the story.

This information is updated frequently if not on a daily

basis to arouse interest in the Web site.

2) An abridged explanation of all the previous week's

show is offered for those who need an explanation of what has

occurred in the story to date.
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3) An electronic newsletter is available as a means to

inform the audience of current events concerning the Active

Narrative. This newsletter is sent to a person who requests

such and arrives as an email.

4) A game of some sort will be provided that fosters

community spirit by either allowing fellow audience members

to play against one another in real time or by entering

contests such as the photo caption game at "The Spot" that

occur over a period of several days. The purpose of those

games are to facilitate interaction between the audience

member of the purpose of creating a community spirit.

5) As previously mentioned, it is highly desirable to

have a community form around the Active Narrative. For that

purpose email will be taken advantage of as a dialog building

tool. A chat room, palace environment, and bulletin board is

also present at the Web site to allow community members to

communicate with one another.

6) A portion of the Web site permits audience members to

post their own Web pages. Here they may offer small

biographical sketches about themselves to overcome a

difficulty that comes from forming a community on the

Internet. Since an Internet community spans large

geographical distances, it is difficult to see what that

person looks like. Additionally, the pace of conversations in
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chat rooms frequently occurs too quickly to allow for each

person to properly introduce themselves.

7) Different portions of the Web site are only

accessible to certain people. Audience members will be

encouraged throughout the entire Active Narrative experience

to collect points. These points will be obtained as one moves

around the Active Narrative through different means and will

offer a variety of different privileges. Generally speaking,

the points are offered for greater levels of participation.

Activities such as posting a biographical Web page or

purchasing a month's worth of programming will yield points.

Some of the rewards include access to restricted chat groups,

a free month's worth of programs, and a free subscription to

the Active Narrative magazine.

The Magazine

Conceived of as another method of fostering a sense of

community, the magazine that is published once a month

primarily resembles a fan club journal. Among a scattering of

information regarding the show itself, articles are devoted

to the various audience members. Articles spotlight

individual users, groups of users, and even areas where users

live. Letters are published from audience members, and even a

roster of those who have reached high level in terms of the

collection of points appears. Some of the information from
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the show that figures into the magazine are interviews with

stars from the show as well as the creative people involved

in the production of the show.

Self Revelation:

The self revelation speaks of the lesson learned (or not) by

the protagonist during the course of the story (Truby).

The history of the emergence of radio as a popular

broadcast medium indicates a pattern in the evolution of

electronic broadcast communications15 to which the Active

Narrative may be subject. The communications field, since the

mid-19th century, has been characterized by an evolutionary

cycle in which new mediums extend the possibilities of past,

frequently gaining the popularity of that past medium. Samuel

F.B. Morse's invention of the telegraph in 1835 established

what historians consider to be the beginning of the

electronic broadcast age. Characteristic of this evolutionary

cycle, the telegraph was superseded when Alexander Graham

Bell invented the telephone in 1875. An Italian inventor,

Guglielmo Marconi, began the next cycle as his work on the

wireless telegraph extended the telephone's capacity.

Marconi’s work was continued by a series of inventors,

finally culminating in the invention of the radio, the next

milestone in broadcasting. Specifically it was Nathan B.

Stubblefield's experimental transmissions in 1892, Reginald
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A. Fessenden's work in 1906 with the U.S. Weather Bureau, and

Lee de Forest's 1906 invention of the audion amplification

tube that brought the radio into existence. Not far behind

was the television, whose invention is often credited to

Philo T. Farnsworth. Farnsworth's work has been augmented by

many people since who have offered such technological

innovations as cable television, satellite transmissions, and

now the Internet.

Despite the sense of inevitability that one gets from a

study of the history of broadcasting, in actuality fierce

resistance to new communication devices tended to be

commonplace in the evolution of communications. For instance,

it took Morse six years of struggle and rejection before he

was awarded a grant from Congress in 1841 to run a telegraph

line from Washington D.C. to Baltimore. Its success in

conveying the results of the Democratic National Convention

in 1844 enabled Morse to raise enough money to extend his

line to Philadelphia and New York and demonstrate to his

opponents the inevitability of long-distance communications.

Soon after 1844 cables reached across the country and even

underwater to Europe. Sometimes this resistance takes the

form of paranoid delusions, such as the public’s fear that

the transmission of one’s voice over the telephone would

allow one to mesmerize the world, and at other times it

appears as any one of the following concerns:

                                                                                                                                                
15 For the purposes of this paper when speaking of broadcasting or communications, it
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Simple economics poses one of the stiffest challenges to

the widespread adoption of a new broadcast medium. For

instance, even though by the year 1908 radio transmissions

were technically feasible, several practical obstacles

prevented their occurrence. First, no one had figured out how

to make money with radio. The notion of advertising

sponsorship simply had not yet be conceived. The other major

reason lay in the fact that the general public did not

possess radio receivers. There was not enough of an audience

yet. This last point raises an issue from which new mediums

generally suffer. It's something of a catch-22 situation: the

public is discouraged from buying receivers without an

abundance of programming and an affordable price for the

receiver; however broadcasters cannot produce a lot of

content or low-cost receivers without a public that has

already purchased a large number of receivers. This is not

the only challenge that broadcast mediums face.

 Competing business interests also frequently make it

more difficult for new communication technologies to emerge.

Aware of the potential fortunes that previous broadcasters

have reaped, intense fighting quickly ensues over who will

have the right to control these newly emerging mediums. For

instance, patent litigation prevented the adoption of radio

for a number of years. When AT&T attempted to create a

                                                                                                                                                
is assumed that electronic broadcast communications are being referred to.
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wireless monopoly by buying up many of radio's patents, it

met with fierce resistance from one of radio's inventors, the

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company. Their battle progressed

to the courts concomitantly preventing radio’s advancement.

AT&T's monopolistic practices became so severe that 1924

radio stations were struggling for survival, despite the

increased public attention to their medium due to the large

percentage of advertising sales or "toll" that AT&T was

collecting in exchange for licensing their patents out to

those stations. As indicated in the case of the Marconi

Wireless Telephone Company’s fight with AT&T and to a certain

extent with AT&T's toll practices, frequently the battle for

the control of these new broadcast arenas occurs between the

small companies or individuals responsible for the medium’s

technical invention and big business. Big business, realizing

the threat to their dominance in the communications field

associated with a new and improved distribution format,

asserts its power and strips those original innovators of

their newly found and often hard-won success.

Big business is not the only one to fear being bypassed

in the advancement of broadcast mediums. As these mediums

begin to offer entertainment programming, entertainers face

similar issues. Fighting to extend the rights that those

entertainers have previously secured in older mediums to

these new ones, organizations are born as a means for

individual performers to collectively bargain with the new
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medium’s owners. For example, after the abuse of copyrights

for a number of years, musicians and music publishers in 1915

combined together to form the American Society of Composers,

Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP) to protect their rights and

ensure that they received payment by broadcasters for the use

of their work. Concomitantly, the National Association of

Broadcasters (NAB) was formed to oppose ASCAP. Evidently,

entertainers are not the only ones aware of the power of

collective bargaining.

As these new mediums march along on their way towards

broad acceptance another entity undoubtedly steps in:

government. At the beginning of radio’s popularity the Berlin

International Radio Telegraphic Convention met in 1912 in

London. This was the first time that governments officially

discussed the issue of regulating radio but surely not the

last. Issues such as standards for conformity and

compatibility were addressed, that a little later motivated

the United States government to pass the Radio Act of 1912.

That act set standards for many of radio's issues such as the

transmission of distress calls and the protection of certain

radio frequencies for government use. Further legislation,

such as the Radio Act of 1927 and the Communications Act of

1934 extended the U.S. government’s regulatory capacity.

Somewhere between foe and friend to new broadcasting

endeavors, war curiously enough can stand in the way of the
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advancement of new communication technologies, while also

doing much to advance their development. For example, WWI

prevented the civilian development of radio but military

development sped up the process of radio's appearance. While

the U.S. Navy was appropriating civilian radio equipment to

ensure that the Navy’s enemies would not get hold of this

technology, it was also spending large amounts of money to

build high-powered transmitters. Likewise, while the Germans

were cutting the transatlantic telegraph and radio cables,

the U.S. government was training radio operators and

perfecting wireless transmission.

Despite the various adversaries, new media forms manage

to capture more and more of the marketplace usually starting

in unusual ways. Before radio caught on with the populace it

established a toehold as an oddity and amusement for the

public. Radio presentations were given at fairgrounds, for

example, much like circus sideshows. Around the same time,

radio managed to take advantage of its inherent strength and

find its first practical application as a safety device for

maritime purposes. Radio enabled sailors to communicate over

long distances for the first time, replacing the telegraph,

which needed cables that could not be placed onboard. This

benefit can readily be comprehended in the case the Titanic.

Authorities contacted the crew of the Titanic over the radios

to tell them of the presence of icebergs. Despite the fact

that the ship's radio operator ignored the message and told
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the other operators to clear the air so that he could

continue sending messages from the ship's passengers to

Europe and America, later on those ship operators made use of

the radio to send SOS messages. Those SOS messages saved many

lives.

Another early adopter of new broadcast technologies is

the academic community. For instance, after its Maritime

enthusiasts, radio won broad support in American

universities. It was usually the physics and engineering

programs in those universities that embraced the radio.

Professors and students found in the radio a practical

demonstration of many current scientific theories. Challenged

with the need to do something with radio technology those

academic communities also sent out messages to the listening

public. Some of the transmissions occurred from midwestern

universities to farmers and consisted of weather reports and

Department of Agriculture advisors--information that

otherwise would have taken days to reach listeners.

It is usually the appearance of valuable information on

these new mediums that attracts larger numbers of people. For

example, in the beginning of radio this medium took advantage

of the populace's interest in political news by broadcasting

election returns. On 2 November 1920 station 8XK in

Pittsburgh, considered the first radio station, broadcasted

the election returns of the Harding-Cox presidential race.
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Such was the success of these transmissions that political

events such as national conventions and political speeches

frequently appeared as they still do today on radio. Radio

also attracted larger audiences as it began to transmit

music. The music was live, since phonographs sounded poor

over the air waves. Significantly, it offered the audience

the pleasure of hearing live performances for free that they

otherwise would have had to pay for in nightclubs or in

vaudeville theaters.  Perhaps the greatest programming

impetus for the spread of radio was the broadcasting of

sporting events. Their popularity was unsurpassed. The 1921

broadcast of the World Series between the New York Yankees

and the New York Giants attracted an estimated 500,000

listeners, an amazing number in consideration of the limited

number of radio sets at the time. The popularity of sporting

event broadcasts still holds true, tending to garner the

largest audiences in television today (Hilliard and Keith,

26). Of course, the appearance of live radio drama can not be

underscored enough. As radio began to transition from novelty

to staple, established stage celebrities came to radio, and

radio dramas such as "Amos and Andy" were born.

Along the way to acceptance, technological advances

improve the popular acceptance of these new distribution

mediums. The first radio receivers and transmitters were

awkward devices. One of the first radio transmissions is

credited to Nathan B. Stubblefield who in 1892 uttered two
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words to his assistant. Those two words--“Hello, Rainey”--as

brief as they were and having only traveled a very short

distance still constituted a milestone for the development of

radio. By 1901, Marconi and his assistant George Kemp

advanced the acceptance of this technology when they were

able to demonstrate that wireless receivers could detect

signals from as far away as 2,000 miles. This development was

enough to motivate the U.S. Navy to end their reliance on

homing pigeons and visual signaling and to employ wireless

radio transmissions. By the year 1906 radio technology had

progressed to the point that human voices could be sent and

clearly understood on receivers for hundreds of miles. That

distance continued to grow. In 1908 a human voice was

transmitted over 500 miles. In 1915, the first human voice

was transmitted across the continent between New York and San

Francisco. Later that year a voice traveled across the

Atlantic Ocean from Arlington, Virginia to the Eiffel Tower

in Paris. Another indication of how technology was advancing

in the development of this medium comes by the year 1921 when

radio signals were broadcasted on 500-watt transmitters

instead of the previous standard 100-watt transmitters.

Overall, the crossover process takes time as the

following numbers indicate. From a handful of enthusiasts

within the first two decades of this century the numbers of

radio adopters began to expand. By 1920, there were 20,000

radio amateurs. In the same year the first radio stations
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came into existence. Their regular schedule of programming

enticed more and more of the public to listen in on radio.

One of those was station 8XK, later KDKA, in Pittsburgh. This

station is thought to be the first radio station on the air

to offer a regular schedule of programs to the general

public. Although there may have been as few as 100 people who

heard the original transmissions from this station, those

numbers quickly grew. Another indication of the size of the

listening public can be gleaned by the fact that by the end

of 1921 the number of radio stations had increased to 200.

Certainly, America's overall prosperity in this period, what

came to be known as the "Roaring Twenties," can be attributed

to the success of radio. The year 1922 saw the amount of

money generated by the sale of radio sets reach the $60

million mark. One year later the number of sets in use had

risen to a half-million, and by 1924 the number had grown to

one-and-a-quarter-million sets. In 1926 approximately two

million sets were sold: the equivalent of one out of every

six homes in the U.S. That number continued to rise, and by

1927, 15 million sets were in use totaling $500 million worth

of receivers sold. Radio had entered its maturity; it was a

thriving medium (Hilliard and Keith, 1-161).

Battle:

The battle is the final interaction between the protagonist

and the opponent. It is a heated moment and the final turning

point in the story (Truby).
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The Active Narrative's struggle to gain popular

acceptance is a battle against the current dominant mediums

in the same way that past mediums fought the pre-existing

mediums of their day for control. This struggle is clearly

indicated in radio's rise to popularity. In this case the

pre-existing mediums that radio displaced in varying degrees

were vaudeville, film, and the newspapers.

 Radio's rise to popularity initiated a demise for

different mediums. Perhaps the most dramatic of those was

vaudeville’s fall. Vaudeville was a type of variety and

cabaret show in America. By 1927, radio was established well

enough that it began to hurt Vaudeville. Radio managed to

undo Vaudeville by offering the same material found within

Vaudevillian houses, such as live variety acts and bands, and

it offered that entertainment for free and within the comfort

of one's home. With the arrival of the Great Depression in

1929, Vaudeville's end was certain. At the end of 1929 more

than 60% of the U.S. population earned less than $2000, but

an estimated 40% of U.S. homes had radios. Unable to afford

the price of a ticket for a night of desperately needed

entertainment in a Vaudevillian house, Americans turned to

their radios to escape from their problems. Increasingly,

they found the same acts from Vaudeville on the radio, as the

Vaudevillian performers moved to radio in an attempt to

survive.
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Film experienced a similar phenomenon. The price of a

movie ticket during the Depression was ten cents. Faced with

severe pressures to simply eat, many Americans bypassed the

cinema in favor of the entertainment that their radios were

providing. While film's situation was not as drastic as

Vaudeville's, it nevertheless experienced the downside of

radio's appeal. One indication of this situation appeared

around 1930 as film stars who had, up until that time looked

down upon radio, finally acknowledged radio's ability to

reach a large audience. These stars came to rely on radio to

build and maintain national recognition for their film

careers. By 1937 those stars were not only making promotional

appearances on radio to improve their film status, but they

were starring in radio productions in place of, or in

addition, to working in film. Mae West's appearance on the

"Chase and Sanborn Hour" on NBC is one such example. As an

aside: Mae West's film-accepted sultry and sexy manners of

speech were not appreciated on the radio. In fact, they so

upset some prominent citizens that Congress pressured the

Federal Communications Commission to issue a warning to NBC

that in turn motivated the network to place Mae West on a

blacklist of inappropriate performers for the medium.

 Judging from the ferocity of the newspaper industry's

response to radio's impingement on their domination of the

dissemination of news, one might easily believe that it was

this industry that felt the most threatened by radio's
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assent, or at least was the most vocal in its opposition. To

understand this point, one may take a look at how the

newspaper industry changed their position, from initially

accepting and even helping the radio industry, to prominently

opposing their status as news providers. In 1923 the

newspaper industry had little to fear of radio, a medium that

had yet to achieve broad public and advertiser acceptance,

and that, additionally, had yet to begin to offer its own

news services. At first, some newspapers even provided news

summaries to their local stations to read aloud over the air

waves. Four years later, the situation had changed. The

newspapers were not so much concerned with radio's efforts to

tell the news and events of the day as they were with the

increase in advertising expenditures that were diverted away

from newspapers to radio. The newspapers' response was quite

bitter. Some newspapers in New York went so far as to stop

printing radio schedules that they had previously carried,

unless they were paid by the stations. This gambit backfired

when competing newspapers ignored the boycott and rose in

popularity over the newspapers who remained adamant in their

position. Another approach was for newspapers to buy radio

stations. By the end of 1927, 13% of all the stations in the

nation were owned by newspapers.

By 1932 the radio industry had further established its

identity as a news source, which in turn escalated its

conflict with the newspaper industry. The newspapers
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responded to radio's expanded news coverage by attempting to

prevent the various news sources from supplying the radio

stations with their stories. However, the newspapers failed,

as one such case reveals. In 1932, a collection of various

newspapers succeeded to persuade the United Press (UP) to

break its contract with CBS to provide election results.

Their attempt at censoring radio ultimately backfired,

however, when the Associated Press (AP), UP's rival, offered

to provide election results to CBS and NBC for free. UP then

changed their position on election night offering their

services, as did another competitor, the International News

Service (INS). Unable to prevent radio's ability to collect

the news, the newspapers were faced with a dismal reality. By

the time the newspaper's headline could be read in the

morning, radio had already told the public of the news. The

end of the newspaper's dominance as a news source was upon

them.

This reality was not easily accepted by the newspapers.

They launched an aggressive attack on radio creating a

situation that has been called the "Press-Radio War." Again

the newspapers sought to stop radio's ability to collect

news. A collection of newspapers persuaded the three main

news sources—UP, AP, and INS—to stop providing news to any

radio station that was not owned by a newspaper.

Additionally, the newspapers took action to have Congress

prevent radio journalists from accessing press galleries.
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This time the two major radio networks, CBS and NBS,

capitulated. A deal was struck whereby these networks agreed

not to gather their own news and to refrain from broadcasting

any hard news. The radio stations were allowed to offer news

commentary provided that it did not air more than two times a

day for longer than a five minute period. Again, however, a

problem arose. Many independent stations and affiliates

refused to agree with the terms that the networks had agreed

to and instead set up their own news gathering services.

Soon, the original agreement between the newspapers and radio

networks was scrapped and the force of radio news was

undeniable. A clear indication of radio's prowess came with

President Franklin D. Roosevelt's national radio addresses,

known as his "fireside chats" (Hilliard and Keith, 1-90).

New Equilibrium

The new equilibrium is the new status or situation that

exists by the end of the story (Truby).

In consideration of the road that radio traveled on the

way towards becoming a dominant broadcast medium, one may

attribute the difficulties that interactive entertainment has

faced as part of a customary evolutionary cycle for broadcast

mediums. The Active Narrative is an advanced state of

interactive entertainment that permits this medium to come of

age and achieve broad public support. The Active Narrative

benefits from the struggle that past representatives of this
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medium have faced, for all of the issues that challenge a new

medium, as demonstrated from the analysis of radio, have been

satisfactorily resolved. For instance, one of the initial

difficulties that radio faced was the exorbitant cost of

radio sets. With the affordable cost of DVD players, the

Active Narrative does not have to worry about this concern.

Similarly, by embracing DVD technology the Active

Narrative has steered clear of the issue of competing

business interests, since a unified coalition of businesses

ranging from the consumer product industry to the film and

computer industries support DVD. The issue of entertainers'

rights in interactive media were previously raised with the

appearance of CD-ROM and also addressed entertainers' unions

such as the Writer's Guild of America (WGA). "The Interactive

Program Contract" is one way the WGA has responded to protect

writers who work in the new media industry. Similarly,

governmental regulation, another common attribute associated

with the rise of new broadcast mediums, has already occurred

for the new medium industry. The Communications Decency Act

is one such instance. War, the last prohibitive factor that

generally slows the growth of new mediums, curiously enough

has already touched the new media industry. The Internet

exists thanks in part to the cold war and the U.S.

government's attempts to ensure this nation's preparedness in

the case of a nuclear war.
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The Active Narrative is at the forefront of a medium

that is leaving its adolescence and entering its maturity.

Interactive media has already progressed through the same

series of beginning steps in its evolutionary history that

radio passed through. For instance, new media has already

been regarded as a curiosity. Somewhere in the history of

interactive games and the Internet new media displayed its

wares and captured the public's attention as a curiosity

item. It was further along in the history of new media that

the inherent strengths of this medium demonstrated to the

public the merits of interactivity. One way in which a person

learned of what this new medium could do was on the Internet.

Chat rooms allowed individuals to strike up relationships

with other like-minded people with great ease and across

great distances.

Recent technological changes have improved interactive

entertainment just as improvements in radio spurred that

medium on to broader popular appeal. This is the current

state of interactive media today. DVD allows one to

participate and interact in ways that are truly fluid and

captivating. Yet, before new media can achieve the same

success that radio found, one last component must be added.

This is valuable content. For new media to capture and

maintain the public's attention, it must offer something

worthwhile with which people can interact. This is where the

Active Narrative comes in. Offering the last key to puzzle,
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just as valuable radio programming did, the Active Narrative

provides content worth viewing: stories. Stories have

captivated people forever, and they will continue to do so.

The Active Narrative succeeds where other interactive

experiments failed because it recognizes that people enjoy

being entertained. The Active Narrative knows that

entertainment is part passive and part active, or to use

contemporary terms, part pull and part push. Consequently,

the Active Narrative structures its interactive moments

around a story. This is the essence of the Active Narrative

and, for that matter new media, in general. This unique

combination of elements as revealed in their entirety

throughout the course of this thesis allows this thesis to

assert that the Active Narrative presents a commercially

viable form of interactive entertainment.
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Addendum: Simple and Complex Narratives16

Simple narratives are as their name suggests, noticeably

less complicated in character and plot than complex

narratives. There are no strict guidelines, only comparative

measures. Therefore, for the purposes of this paper a

description of the what constitutes a complex narrative is

provided. To understand what makes up a simple narrative, one

may regard the simple narrative as less than the complex

narrative.

Generally complex narratives offer a three-dimensional

protagonist and other less rounded characters. A three-

dimensional protagonist possesses a personality that reveals

his history, his present situation, his physical stature and

his psychology. That personality provides the protagonist

with an attitude17 and a point of view18. The protagonist's

traits are tested throughout the course of the story as he

seeks to achieve a goal that was determined in the beginning

of the story. In the pursuit of his goal the protagonist's

personality will change in some manner such that, by the end

of the story, he is a different person. The protagonist must

be suitably or realistically motivated to achieve his goal,

for his attempt to achieve that goal occupies the course of

the story. The complex protagonist can serve as a model to

                                                
16 Please note this discussion refers to screenplays.
17 "Attitude" speaks of a way of acting that reveals a person's emotional response to
life.
18 "Point of view" speaks to the way a character looks at the world.
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describe other types of characters: less fully developed

supporting characters. In complex narratives supporting

characters do not need to be as well defined as the

protagonist, because the action centers around the

protagonist and his struggle. Instead these less developed

characters will possess a portion of the protagonist's traits

(Field, 26-58).

Complex narratives also rely on a well-ordered structure

that, among other elements includes the following: the events

in the narrative join together to form the plot of the story;

the plot is guided by the notion of causality: causality in a

screenplay may be defined of as the logic that governs the

relationship between each action in the story. This logic

demands an interrelationship among the different actions.

Furthermore, it require that one action will lead to or cause

another action. It even implies that the level of urgency

will increase between the actions (Blacker 3-5).

Well structured, complex narratives are divided into

three acts. Each of those acts is distinguished from the

preceding act by a major twist in the course of the action.

This twist may be called a plot point (Field 114-131). The

first major twist in the story occurs towards the beginning

of the first act. It distinguishes the story from the moment

before the story began. This first plot twist has been called

the inciting incident (Engelhardt). The inciting incident
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belongs to a section of the first act named the exposition.

The exposition is the portion of the screenplay that provides

the audience with information that will allow them to

understand the story (Engelhardt).

The inciting incident creates another element of the

exposition, the dramatic premise. The dramatic premise

identifies what the protagonist is trying to accomplish and

why he is trying to accomplish it. The last section of the

first act is the dramatic situation. The dramatic situation

the circumstances surrounding the action of the story.

As the protagonist experiences conflict in the pursuit

of his goal, the middle section or Act II of the story takes

shape. Along the way variety in the course of action appears

as unexpected reversals occur. Events do not end as they were

intended to end. The protagonist responds to these reversals

reformulating the plan that he has crafted to achieve his

goal.

Since Act III resolves the conflict between the

protagonist and the antagonist over the protagonist's desire,

it is appropriately termed the resolution (Field, 73-131).

Before the resolution is complete the conflict reaches a

point of ultimate tension that may be called the

crisis/climax in which the protagonist takes an action. This

action ends the conflict either to the protagonist's
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satisfaction or not and propels the story into its final

phase, the denouement. It is here that loose ends in the

story are tied up and the protagonist illustrates his change

in attitude and point of view (Blacker 3-5).

With the end of the story comes the answer to the

question of how the dramatic premise, or the protagonist's

goal, was resolved. The answer to this question provides the

theme of the story. Theme in commercial Hollywood screenplays

has been defined as the author's opinions on how to live and

act in the world (Truby). The outcome of the protagonist's

desire allows the author the opportunity to reveal his

opinion on how to live in the world in so far as it reveals

what will happen to one who acts in a certain way. For

example, as previously stated the protagonist in a complex

narrative embodies a point of view. If a protagonist is a

criminal, and he fails as a criminal to achieve his desire in

the story, the creator has expressed an opinion that

criminality is not a successful point of view. Since the

author is the only person affecting the protagonist's

outcome, the author offers his opinions on how to live and

act in the world through the outcome to the dramatic premise.

In contrast to the complex narrative, the simple

narrative excludes enough of the elements of a well-ordered

structure to be recognizable as a simple narrative. That is

not to say that the simple narrative is inferior in any way
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to the complex narrative, only different by comparison to it.

One such instance of simple structures occurs when action

sequences in which the same event reoccurs composes the

structure. A fight sequence in which the characters move from

location to location while continuing to exchange blows

exemplifies the simple narrative.

In summary, the complex narrative may be thought of as a

story in which complex characters and a well ordered

structure combine to form a complex whole. Complex character

and plot do not synthesize in the simple narrative.
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Glossary

Antagonist: The antagonist is the person best suited to offer

a challenge to the protagonist, often vying for the same

goal.

Arena: The Arena specifies the environment in which a story

occurs.

Backstory: Backstory refers to the relevant action that has

occurred before the beginning of the story.

Battle: The battle is the final interaction between the

protagonist and the opponent. It is a heated moment and the

final turning point in the story.

Diegesis: The diegesis is the story world.

Dramatic Premise: The dramatic premise is the goal that the

protagonist is trying to accomplish in the story.

Embedded Narrator: An embedded narrator is a character in a

story that tells another character a story while the real

audience watches.

Exposition: Exposition describes a portion of a screenplay

that authors use to inform their audiences about the story.
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Expository scenes identify things such as the characters, the

environment or the genre of the story.

GigaBytes: A measurement of computer data. One Gigabyte (GB)

approximately equals one thousand megabytes (MB), and one

megabyte approximately equals one thousands bytes.

Ghost: The ghost is an event from the protagonist's past that

has affected him negatively. In order for the story to

progress, the ghost must be addressed.

Heterodiegetic: A heterodiegetic story is a story in which

the narrator is outside of the story.

Homodiegetic: A homodiegetic story is a story in which the

narrator is a character in the story.

Inciting incident: The inciting incident begins the conflict

of the screenplay by revealing information that prepares the

audience for the eventual battle.

New Media: This term refers to a new medium that is

distinguished by the incorporation of the computer into the

world of commercial entertainment.

New equilibrium: The new equilibrium is the new status or

situation that exists at the end of the story.
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Premise: The premise describes the basic challenge or

conflict that will be pursued through the course of a

screenplay.

Protagonist: The protagonist is the entity around whom the

action in the screenplay revolves.

Self revelation: The self revelation is the lesson learned

(or not) by the protagonist during the course of the story.

Story: A story is a series of dramatic events arranged in a

chronological order. A movement from equilibrium through dis-

equilibrium to a new equilibrium.

Theme: The author's opinion on how to act and live in the

world.

Umbrella: The umbrella describes that which the protagonist

brings with him congenitally and which makes the pursuit of

his goal more easily achievable.
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